ee
a
a

ee

Small reasons

ae

{for recovery
.

County programs help mothers
recover from drug addiction.
However, recovery sometimes comes
too late for the children.

PHOTOS BY DEVANIE ANDERSON

Mo’ Money
The CSU Board of Trustees
proposes the eighth fee
increase in as many years.
Students may have to pay
more than ever before.

- QUARTERBACK QUANDARY
Coach Fred Whitmire
names a
freshman
as starting quarerback.
Will he be able to lead the
Lumberjacks to victory Saturday
against
Azusa Pacific?
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UPD offers cost efficiency for escort service
@ A rise in the cost of record checks for

Campus telephone access

volunteers caused a change of
management for Safety in Numbers.
By Tanja Elliott

3

to $32, Hulsebus said.

Walking
across campusat odd
hours doesn’t have to involve
risk.
Management of Safety in
Numbers changed over to the
University Police re
a
this semester, all
cortservice tobe
Linea
a day.
in Numbers began afrape wasreported
Gee Semmemnea Brenda Aden,
university
tive action officer and head of the sexual assault committee, coordinated
campus groups interested in
a
the service.
the escort serviceodin — ter ew expenses and expand the avail—
of the service. UPD uses
of the department because they are already trained
and are readily available, said
Jim Hulsebus, acting director of

the Department
of PublicSafety.
The cost of the mandatory
—_ checks for every voluned tobe the major cause
fort e switch over. The price for
each student’s record check
jumped this semester from $27

There were four people involved with the organization of

= group, which interviewed

applicants and trained the

68 that were hired, Aden said.
“We donothave the resources

to go through this ev

she said. “We had waka

selves if there was a more efficient way to use $2,500 (the cost
of the record checks).”
“I believe UPD’s escort service offers more than what we

had before,” Aden said.

“We just have to wait and see
if people will trust UPD and use
the service,” Aden said.

A person can requesta
male or
female escort at any hour, any-

where on campus, including
over the foot bridge into town.

“Iwanttomake
sure that males
and females are available at all
times,” Aden said. The volun-

teer program
wasn’t always able
to do that.
There have been four escort
calls this semester. If students

the switch board

at UPD. There

around campus with phones.
Students should familiarize
themselves with where they are
located, Hulsebus said.
“So if they feel uncomfortable
they know where they can call
from,” he said.
There are 10 officers on the

are

80

force available for the escort ser-

need an escort they can use the
ones located around
aoe

dial extension 3456

or zero, which
more

directly to

then

locations

GRAPHIC BY JAMES GREEN AND DAVID COURTLAND

vice but if there is aneed,

UPD

will hire volunteers from

last

front of UPD, the information
boothon
Street
and from
ene

ope people use it if they
feel

the

need

for

soir ray Se rege meme

corri
ted schtlicheaanh

service,”

Hulsebus said. “If people feel
uncomfortable, they should call

whee

the courtesy phones are located.
“If you are not walking in a
group,
you should be calling the
escort service,” Hulsebus said.

and we will escort them.”

Campus mapsareavailablein

‘A View from the Hill’

Book covers history of HSU from past to present
“It was natural for my department to
handle the production since we (are responsible) for the photography, graphics

career at HSU.

Heil, + ee
man=

Many students could
uate from
HSU without kn
nthe cam

almost burned down in the 1950s w
Other students

might

never know that

U.S. Women’s Olympic Team in 1928,she

a

Simms was

P€ISO

the County,”

Tanner, who is chair of the history de-

assigned to

around with the his-

professor:

heal

vate’

eters

in the sj

PHSU annuals, Tan-

ner also took “ectna: ofthe Library’s

1503 end pound away two years ago.

the

in 1991, Tim

;

uncovered: so
heartwarming

University Graphic Services Manager

the Humboldt

Room

wi
§

Mnseayy

ra

pro-

cess by copy-editing and spot

the manuscri

“Iwas tearing out my hair from time to

vor, to make it richer,” Heil said.

_

a

we

es

in producing

“A

tos.” The
Hill”

Services received a rough

a“

“They were added for additional fla-

aoe

ee

roa

said,

adding that

“— pany ecision to add 35 side-stories

View from the Fill” to see if te

Heil

KATHLEEN HEIL

An editor

-

photo-

throughout

:

By 1 oa
was nearing the
completion
manuscript.

oA

out

nalities.”

editing the
book.

Se

d

ae
Room, which contains infor- _ time,” he said.
;
on porte
ning to Humboldt County.
During
uction, Heil and Simms

gan

whocametoHSvU in

pleted

20k we

Sontan Simms began the editing

past editions of The

‘anner’s interest
in the subject began _—It was then that Seok
Universityae

economics

photo-

the

about 10 years,” said

des sue

first published book detailing HSU his-

ofcol-

th

n

graphs

oeeae

Hill,” written by history Professor
William Tanner. It-is the

§ on

Stories and wonderful

The complete his-

“A View from the

kin

manuscript

umni

tory can be found in

ile wor.

university’s history.

§ “There were students doing oral er

'

“Wh;

Many

—_In order to do a complete research,

‘

vices
pes went
the

Tannercom-

Tanner sought assistance.

Factsliketheseonly

make

Universit
Scan
ter

w. hen

partment.

attended HSU.

aheut.p

"7 In1983,
mmaledinndteldbens s’ remi remi1983, Tanner
niscences of his career at HSU. Shortly

tory of HSU for

a member
of the first

Throughout emtemaae

P

Graphic Ser-

“TI’vebeen

before EldaCartwrightwasselectedtobe

the campus,” said

and he told mestoriesabout HSU during

after, he began his own research intothe

an intended bonfire went awry.

for

=

emer nae STA

versity

“Igottoknowhim

here,” Tanner said.

aldner

x,d .pfeenPyhy

“While working on the book we uncovered so manyen
stories
and wonderful
nalities,” Heil said.

ae

————

people

had

and

uction
of “A View from the
ended this summer and the com-

manuscript
was sent to Sinclair
Co.

os

i,

Hp

will cover the cost of
the book’s sales.

nt a big seller among alumni,

chiang

pPiscebocen fed

oa

ig pai 8

@ History Professor William Tanner began to
research HSU’s history after helping former HSU
‘
professor, Homer Balabanis,ta edit. the memoirs
of his.

he

=

a

hi books at a ep

Hall Courtsua MondayTeet Founders
pe
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Students can choose where fees go, court says
l@ Campus groups may lose funding if
students choose not to support politics or
ideologies with which they disagree.
By Andrew Hessel
The University of California

at Berkeley can’t force students
to fund campus groups they
don’t like, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled Monday.
maior Os Come
is a February ru

Supreme

“Cenc ansaid OC Bes
not continue funding
and ideological groups
mandatory
collected
students who oppose

‘may
political
with
from
those

grou

~The implication for the Calia State University —
areunclear, said Colleen
Adler, CSU’ s media relations
manager.

“It's a case we're not a party
to,” Bentley-Adler said ina telephone interview.
“We're
ted a lot more
by the]
than UC,” and
court
binding the UC
system might not affect the CSU
system, she said.
The U.S.
Court rea

ts’

oan aan
tthat

the fees could be used to support

The state Education Codeallows
those uses of mandatory fees.
“Basically, that judgement is
against democracy,” he

voted onon ole bythedemocratically
students.
sade,Theyto

voted

guothalaof ideology
iclogy
oroxpeaiiea
political

decide where

aa
Amber

“It’s anti-democratic in that it
goes against the democracy
we're working in. It’s more
of a
direct-democracy
process,”
Kirkpatrick

agenda— without violating stuWhaleygi

clubs

wreactivities concainante, said

HSU’s mandatory Associated
S aceaie Gann
cae
to groups wii
tical
das, “but we alo clppiat af
sorts of groups that oppose those
views.”

“As
as we're suppo
davkinctoman tantvone
—
can call foul play,” she
The Regents’ lawyers argued
the state court’s decision forced
discrimination.
The appeal stated, “Once a
university creates a public forum, it may not deny access to
that forum on the basis of a stuger ahem es
litical ideas.”
e don’t fund clubs, really,”
at HSU, said Jason Kirkpatrick,a
political science senior and presi
dent of HSU’s Associated
Students. “We fund programs.”
Kirkpatrick said A.S. fees are
available to help clubs pay for
- transportation,
licationsand
recreationaland social activities.

those fees go.

said.

He

said

both sides of
the
issue
have merit,
and “every
ed and

ever
madeshould

be looked at
and questioned.

Maybe
tough decisions
will
have to be
made here.”

A

own
political andideologtealits inter
function of

ests.”
“Theincidental benefit toedu-

cation will not justify the burden

on the dissenting students’ constitutional
rights,” the court said.
University officials mustidentify such groups and offer a corresponding pre to students
who
to the use of their fees
for political and ideological acsaya the

“As long as we're
supporting the
whole spectrum,
I don’t think
students can call

foul play.”

state-

judges
.

They sai
the Regents
could adopt
another
method of
funding student activities, such as
a voluntary
system.

AMBER WHALEY
HSU Clubs and Activities
Coordinator

funded university may demand
fees to support student groups
that further the school’s educational mission, the state court
said.
Butit said the educational
benefits of some groups “become
incidental
tothe group’s primary

state
ruled.

implement

it,” he said, but

“ter probably comply pretty
He said all the UC campuses’
chancellors will meet later this
month to discuss the issue.

Determining

which groupsare

“political”

be the most diffi-

cult

of im

ting the

court’s decision, said UC AS.
President Marco Pulisci.
“Student

groups

are very con-

cerned that chis ‘oe
po
their funding,” Pulisci said in a

telephone interview.

Student
tions don’t
favor the volunta
ent
option, he wo
se
‘
“Am
student groups an
uatinn Wate, the mandated

fees with a method for students

“The

campuses
have

system’s Board of
Regents
Saaed, not just thie WaLtealay cal
PrrWe haven't decided how to

been

to retract fees is the preferred
system,” Pulisci said.

“We were named in the suit;

working together on
ways
to
comply with this decision” since

our ee

the state court's decision, said

the use of their “student association” fees to fund

Bob Sanders, publicinformation
tative for the UC Berkeley chancellor's office.
Ina telephone interview,
Sanders said all the UC campuses
will
probably
be affected, because the

worked with the re-

aaa ,” Pulisci said.
a UC Berkeley stu-

aamad the UC systemin 1979,

some campus groups,
some wich

inclu

poms’ mart

ts, gay rights, environmenissues, world peace and communism.
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poiat-amb-click feutures, real life won't only be cheaper. hl
be a whole lat easier.

Monday -state
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& Sua

WordPerfect
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ae
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Feei increase propesed .
for next year by trustees
@ Undergraduate
pes
7

wi Foss

for graduate students,

Students may pay —woudriseroberweer 47130end
By Dirk Rabdeu
3

1993 fee structure.
Last

year, the trustees pro-

plaints Wednesday at 10

educston

a

rin

cnsinte

Sate

aia

teen

ugust,
as
budgetee

ees Sept. 14-15 meeting, would

fuadis hapr tas sickae bea

cause fees to rise between10

and 22
fae

for undergradu-

adder en:

increase.

The state charges $1440a

in fees, which does not

include

fees assessed by the individual

universities.

Undergraduate students at

from $1676

a.m. about loud music

costs

nive
system
face
the
“— histinwiaianynis.
increase, which
was pro-

posed atthe CSU Board of Trust-

telephone com-

posed an increase of 37 percent
Legislature
of the state’s
pion, ere

The
attempted
reach i commie e
telephone, butafter getting
No answer the room was

entered by the LGA and

at 10 percent.

University

Jason Kirkpatrick, president

Silene

ment

te oe peek:

aa

the

bese orm

volume and two bongs

were observed.

oa

Both bongs were confis-

ier

oat

cated. No citations were

37 =

$1820 and $1994 under the pro- cent. The Lagislaturelistited the

posed plan.

~ David Link

increase
to 10 percent.

aad
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a

Ditterent, Cu

nn
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sS
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The California
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ficer

No
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pectin pacman
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Police

ieee
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Marching ‘Jacks stomp through 25 years
@ Alumni and current band members will
play at Oct. 16 at the HSU homecoming
game to celebrate its anniversary.
Two decades ago the band
named its fund after McDermott
— the Disciples of Saint Michael
Fund —which he finds very flat-

By Teresa Milis

that have traditionally
done the un
ble with a
style of its own will be celebrating its 25th
at the
Oct. 16 homecoming
Alumni of the
Lumincluding

the founder

Michae!
ohael McDermott, as well as
cua
current band members, will

be marching at the half-time
show when the Lumberjacks
play against
San Francisco State.

In 1968 the HSU music department dropped the marching band, then known as the
Block H Marching Band, from
~ its curriculum.
This lead to the all-male band
ofabout 23 members,
the March-

ing Lumberjacks.
said ina telephone
interview that he couldn’t see
the band end.
“The very first year we wanted
to do somethi: that was
rate from the
H Band,”
said McDermott,who graduated
in 1971.
The band has gained its fame

from its outrageousness and

unpredictability.
Thisincludes
the
photooath that
appeared in
Nat ional

Geographic's

July issue
where current

band

members

“The

Band veteran Brian Morrison,
who graduated in 1980, is oneof
the
of the reunion.
He has been trying to contact
about 500 members of the Marching Lumberjacks Alumni Association.
Morrison, whowasin the band

from 1975-1980 as general
_
eo
ager and a trum

, Sai

“After this half-tire tote we
could get in trouble again.
“When you do what everyone
—
you, you’re boring.”
orrison had plentyof stories
to tell about the
band’s unusual
activities.
“At parades, instead of marchingon the street we would march
on the sidewalk,” he said.“We
were constantly
invitedto
parades because we did
things; but when we tried to get
in the Rose Parade they refused.”
Morrison said some of the
rades the band has
include the San Francisco

Patrick’s

Day

Parade,

in
St.

the

Cloverdale Citrus Parade, the
Doo Dah Parade in Pasadena,

the Picnic Days Parade and the

band

has

alway 8 been

the

bastard child of
the university.”

BRIAN MORRISON

Battle of the
Bands
in
Davis.
ber aes the
band storms,
Morrison ex-

earn

rs generally
march into a

dorm or bar

i piaying their

march along
Former Band Member
instrumentsas
the
ocean
loud as posshore.
sible — not
Papa soca said, in
to necessarily in tune.
oe
ee “I couldn't beIf the band storms a bar it will
ti
e - gotten attention
usually play until the bartender
use peop! enjoy seeing the agrees to give them free drinks.
A tradition the band still continnott said he is
he ues to practice.
could leave
“When we stormed people
at HSU that is lasting.
seemed to enjoy us,” McDermott

TRAC!

WOODEN / THE LUMBERJACK

Chris Vandenberg, eee

notori
ly wear T-shirts
reading, “Kiss my Axe.” The original
outfits were high-top logging
boots , green Macinaw coats, yelrecognition to HSU, Morrison , low hard hats, green jeans and
said
old dickeys which were taken
. He mentioned the fame the
rom the 1950s Lumberjack
university received when the
Band's |
‘-look, said Stan
band appeared in National GeoMottaz, director of the academic
hic.
information and referral center
I tell
le I went to
and former band adviser.
HSU they ask, ‘Isn’t that the
Although the
ing Lumschool with the band that wears
berjacks were originally an allsaid.

The Marching Lumberjacks’
notorious
tation and unpredictable style has
t more

hard yellow hats?” he said.
“The band would like to have

male

band, Maria

i Acer

tely needs a
paid
diiecioe ted. ibclaee facility to

all that when she tried
tojoin the band intheearly 1970s.
They would not let her join.
Johnston went to the student
judiciary board and told it that
student fees are paid by everyone including females and that
she should be able to join the
band.

hold its rehearsals.
“The talent is there but the
band needs a director who can

lose all their student funding,”

more

tion from the uni-

versity,” he said. “There are
people in the music d
ent
that think the band is the lowest
form of scum.”

gi eaten

Merion said the

give them the musical disci-

pline,” he said. “The band has
always been the bastard child of

the university.”

oniymardingtand
they would
would
y

Mottaz said.
He said the band is similar to

a fraternity.

have all been through

the same
When the curmuch different from today’s
rent band members meet the
Marching
Y uni- alumni they will
have
forms. Members of the band did common ex
to talk
The old uniforms were not

about,” a
Chris

ae

anderberg, the current

Marching Lumberjacks’ cqnduc-

FREE DRAWWING

‘ianee

tor, said, “Ha
the founder
come eBsocal yexciting.”
.
“We have spent almost every
weekend
this semester. The band
you a sense
of purpose. It’s just a lot of fun.”
A dinner and dance has been
ote after the game at Odd
llows Hall in Arcata with a
catered

dinner,

drinks

and

“We're just going to party,”
Morrison said.
Associate music Professor Gil
Cline, a former
Lumberjacks member, was reluctant
toadmit
he was in the band and
said he onion not be
participating in the reunion.
“The best
about that
band isit gives studentsa chance
todevelop their leadership skills
because it takes a lot to
it
ing,” Cline said.
Morrison said there are
- a lot of department
that would not admit

Sotion itnae
has always
had.

said with excite-

vaniliaio
ieSeeeeuilaommate
oa rhe band.ities
hen are
theyin
madonna

ora drumroll hier

peru

violets are black, ts
not the
anaes
aa

The Lumberjack
Professor, students

Residence hall vacancies cause

awarded grant
A book written by HSU students and
|
Lowell adele

Professor
veceloee a

_ $23,000 grant from the U.S. Dea

Parents’ Weekend
HSU’s Parents’ Weekend be-

ns Friday and continues

3 of HU

Parents of
students will
be able to join their sons and

in class and witness
gt student’s routine. i

opening reception will be

held at the Plaza Grill in Arcata
at 5 p.m. Friday.
Saturday afternoon a softball
will be held at the oo
Complex as
of
- schedule of events At 7 p-m.
' parents will have a choice to go

Seay
a eae

tothe HSU football
game in Redty in

Aiahetoen Recital Hall.
On Sunday there will be a
a
for
Se Weekts and at 1 p.m.
there
will
B
e
an
HSU Athletes
Honors Lunch.

en

7

ee

The grant will
de funds
for editing, book esign and lay-

begins Friday

out and
“T fate th Canc Ase
nic Slice of

Northwest Califor-

nia,” was intended to bea travel
eae to the Trinity Scenic
yway, the area between

ae

tem this month.
There
how to
Friday.
operate

@ Lumberjack
Enterprises rents
Maple Hall for
visitors

students remaining
Bonino said.

in the hall, visitors
simply tour-

By Jackson Garland

Sotedeearees

residence halls as a visitor's

teaches Internet

center.

t two
ternet sys-

will be a workshop on
operate electronic mail
A workshop on how to
telnet and perform file

transfers will be offered Oct. 22.

Both workshops will be from
3 to5 p.m. in Siemens Hall 119.
Information is available from
the Library Information Services

|

creation of visitors’ center

ing onon campus
cimpus
this
hie semesries
ter,
and
Ser-

Library workshop
The Library will
on the

Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1993

Maple

Hall,
one of theeight

buil
that make up the
Canyon section of the resi-

dence halls, will provide visitor housing to
students and their families, visiting athletic
teams, performee
eee

Sons

or groups on

specific university-related
business.
The opening
of the visitor’s

ing the area are not
reside there.
Sharon Bonino, Housing and
Services’ marketing coordinator, said that “someone

in it,”

She also said that it is hard
to tell whether the hall will
remain a visitor's
center next

wr The heat tae sean
Ve:
cant throughout the first
month of
academic
due to the lack of

who came up from, say,
Monterey
just to tour the North

who applied
for on-campus

Coast would not be able to sta

“The reason that the center
has
is because
we did
not fill the residence
halls with
pennies
ake
na

in the hall, but students’

who are visiting can stay there.”
Visitors can
stay in their
friend’s room in the residence

halls.
The lodging rates are $15 for
double occupancy and $19 for
A room and meal

is

available
to visitors for $29 per

day and a two-week advance
reservation is required.
“It’s hard to say whether the
visitor’s center will make more
money as a center as opposed to

Services’ director of business

services. “If the campus admits as many freshmen
as in

| nes

the hall will
for students.”
Even though the hall is located among several halls ocby students,
an environment that is naturally

See Hall,
page 8

office at 826-4953.
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more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
Buy one, and you're anaes
drive.
that will last you well into the future.
investment
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Apple Macintosh Centris™ 610

Frome

bye
anes
Aa
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’).
player and more(s

ait pack

8/230 with CD-ROM, Macintosh
Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard Il.

CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While youre
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy _ there, ask about financing with the Apple’ Computer Loan: And cs
the Macintosh Centris” 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh’ The power to be your best?
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 - 5848

(Uap,

Your Authorized Apple Service Center
Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, Faculty enly. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. hems may be subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced
and changes
occur daily. As a result, the HSU Bookstore canact be held respossibie for any change in price, or updates to product times, after the merchandise has been purchased. All items
are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special ordering. Therefore, all sales are finel; no refunds. Prices are cvbject to change st amy time. t Suggested
retail price.
©1993 Apple Computer,
Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh aad “The power to be your best” are yegistered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

is a trademerk
of Apple Computer, Inc. The New Grolier Mukimedia Encyclopedia is a trademark of Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.
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Literary group leaves ‘major’ barriers behind
@ Group provides a chance
for professors and students to meet
outside of the university setting.
phasized that it is important

By Teresa Mills

people know the organization

Every subject is related to literature.
Atleast that is the hilosophy
of the HSU Literary
Society that
encourages students of any major to attend its activities and
meetings.
«Weare trying toconnect these
subjects,” by stressing that ber
group is open
to anyone, sai
Zie
lode ood, one of the
Society’s three co-chairs.
She said its meetings
and seminars give students and professors a chance to interact on a
one-on-one basis.
“We are trying to create a
learning experience that isalsoa
social

experience,”

Hare-

Lockwood said.
She said the group invited a
math professor to speak at one
of its discussions on the topic of
hidden numbers in the story of
Alice in Wonderland.
Hare-Lockwood said she
never noticed that aspect, and
the lecture turned out to be very
interesting.

“We're providing a place for
professors and students to talk
outside
the school setting,” HareLockwood said.
Co-chair Tracey Rembert em-

meetings and activities are open
to anyone and not limited to English majors.
“The best way we can really
get people to understand who
we are is to have them come to
our discussions,” Rembert said.
When the Society holds its
meetings at T.J.’s Classic Cafe in
Arcata, the members will sometimes talk about any ee of
issues— some havi
to do with literature, Rembett
said.
The Society is planning a“conversation table” Othe Plaza Grill
in Arcata, where
le would
be able to discuss sg
movies
and other topics, she said.
Hare-Lockwood said the Society is in the process of making
the student-run academic organization a two-unit elective.
The Society’snext activity will
be a discussion led by ethnic
studies Professor Victor Golla.
The discussion is titled “Poetry
About Language: Reading From
and Commenting Ona Personal
Anthology of Poems that Take
Language Itself as the Topic.”
“We are out to entertain but
we are also out to intellectually
stimulate,”

said

co-chair

Henryetta Martin-Thompson.

TRAC!

WOODEN

/ THE LUMBERJACK

C0-chalrs of the HSU Literary Society, from left, Z5e Hare-Lockwood, Tracey Rembert and
Henryetta Martin-Thompson try to create a group available for all majors.

Halls
° Continued
from page 7
prone to excessive noise, few
complaints are expected from
visitors regarding
noise.
“We have well-trained (Liv-

ing Group Advisors) and we
have a quiet-hour policy that

has proved effective,” Bonino
said
The hall is being leased from
the Housing and Dining Services
by Lumberjack Enterprises for
$4.50 per night foreach bed used
by a visitor.

Empty beds remain unpaid.

(ll

aU
Keynote
Speaker:

KEN
NAKAMURA
erelated to the promotion of diversity.
*supporting cooperation between two or more programming areas.
*supporting efforts to improve leadership development.

PROPOSALS CAN BE FUNDED UP TO $500
PROPOSALS DUE BY FRIDAY OCTOBER 14th
CALL 826 - 3361 OR STOP BY NELSON HALL EAST 214

HEALING A
DIVISIVE
SOCIETY:
Actions of
a

collective
self

Sat. Oct. 23, 1993
8:30
am - § pm
Cail or stop by NHE 214

This is sponsored by the Activities Coordinating

Board which is supported by the Associated Students, Student
Affairs, The Residence Hall Association, Humbolde Orientation Program, and the University Center.

Register
by Oct. 15th

—
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Mothers fight addiction to save children
—_—-—_____

ey

nan

ee

™ Two mothers from Humboldt County
who used drugs while pregnant reveal
what it took to get them off the drugs.
By Dawn Hobbs

ER

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

aS

A

When Lisa and Karen first got pregnant they wondered how
their drug use might affect their babies — but that didn’t stop them
from using.
Lisa, 32, born in Humboldt County, started using drugs when
she was 12 years old. She slowly progressed from marijuana to
speed to cocaine.
The seven years she tried to get pregnant culminated in surgery
to increase fertility in 1992. She got pregnant in October of that year.
Snorting speed was a way of life for the legal secretary while she
was raising her now nine-year-old son, Michael, by herself and was
pregnant with Jenna.

“Then

I looked in the mirror one morning,” Lisa said, “and looked
awful, I looked terrible and I said
aloud, ‘You are such an addict.
You've waited seven years for this

Pro-

aaa

| called the Healthy Moms

A

baby and you’re still using.”
When Lisa was four months
pregnant,sherealized she needed
help to stop using drugs and
gram.

“Part of the thing about being an addict is that you want to stop
but can’t,” she said. “Pregnancy isn’t a cure for addiction just like it
isn’t a cure for diabetes.

a

“But getting pregnant with Jenna changed my whole life,” Lisa
said. “I don’t know if I would have been able to stop using without
getting pregnant.”

:

Lisa, who will graduate from the program in November, said she
is happy now with her daughter and son.
“I like learning about me, too,” she said. “I never knew who I was,

using so early, but it’s really exciting at 32 to find out who you are.”
Drug use while pregnant “is something I still feel bad about,” Lisa
said
“T can’t go back and change the past,” she said. “So I live in today
and take it one day

Karen, 28, also

at a time.”

born in Humboldt County, graduated from the

first stage of the Healthy Moms Program in September and has been
clean for one year.
“I’m notafraid to say I’ma recovering addict, because it opens the
door for other people,” said Karen, who started using drugs when
she

was 16.

Karen and her husband live in an apartment in Eureka with their

4-year-old son Bryan, 2-year-old son Joshua and 13-month-old

daughter Katie.
Karen stopped breast feeding Joshua when he was 2 months old

See Mothers, page 10

OEVANIE ANDERSON/THE LUMBERJACK

Lisa, who snorted speed and cocaine early in her pregnancy with Jenna, said the pregnancy

changed her whole life. Lisa nurses Jenna, knowing that now her milk won't harm her daughter.

A way out
Mothers learn how to parent and live drug-free in Eureka home

|
|

In a converted Eureka home, mothers
are taughta way toliveand away to parent
thatis unfamiliarto hen
The philosophy behind the Healthy
Program, which is in its third year,
Moms
is that healing the mother will save the
child. That’s not an easy job for instructors, or mothers.
Many women are “third and fourth
generation drug children,” said program

coordinator Blue Thomson. “Some of our

women have no idea what it’s like to live
in any kind of a household other than a
drug household.”

EASY TO LOVE: A family tells
of life with an adopted drugexposed child.
DAMAGED: Problems faced

Page11

by infants and children harmed

by drugs while in the womb.
Page 12
STATISTICS: How serious is
the problem of pregnant
Page 14
women using?
HSU HELPERS: Students get
a chance to lend a hand.
Page 15

TRACING THE STEPS: How
drugs go from the mother to the
Page 19
fetus.
FAS: Symptoms and dangers of
Fetal Alcohol Symdrome.
Page 21

|

in the program are homesaid, adding that most
less,noneliveinthe Eureka
women are aware of this.
home. Staffmembersshow
“When you know that
them what healthy family
1A Drug-Exposed
something is harmful to
life can be like, from the
l
somebody you love, and
Children
1B WC!
little things like bread bakyoustill can’t stop it, then
ing to being there to listen.
chances
are
you
have a real problem,”
Childcare is provided to help mothers
Thomson said.
manage the six to eight month commitment
A state study found alcohol to be the
needed to graduate from the program.
second-highest drug (after nicotine) in a
Over those months, women are rebaby’s system right after birth.
a
quired to go to the program three days
“The worst drug that a woman can use
week for three hours a day and complete
in her pregnancy is alcohol,” she said.
courses on drug addiction, self esteem
“And it’s the legal one; alcohol causes
and parenting.
permanent,
irreversible brain damage.”
Three drug and alcohol counselors
Other classes focus on self esteem and
teach classes on drug addiction, its physiself
care. Sometimes a mother’s self conthe
on
effects
its
effects,
cal and mental
fidence
is so low that she stays with a
Learnfamily, and what triggers relapses.
boyfriend
or a husband who uses drugs
ing all these things is necessary for recovery, Thomson said.
“It’s not an acceptable
thing to use any
See Home, page 10

ee
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kind of drugs when
you’re pregnant,”she

pe

By Amy Gittelsohn

Although some women

ee

@ Healthy Moms deals
with healing the mother
to save the child.
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Mothers: one says ‘pregnancy isn't a cure for addiction’
¢ Continued from page 9
old because she
cocaine she was
into his system.
ing, drinking
throughout her
pregnancy with

didn’t want the
snorting to get
Karen kept usand smoking
sixth month of
Katie. She said

er husband,
a mill worker, used

drugs intravenously.
After being evicted from two
apartments because of drug-associated problems, Karen said
she wanted to live by herself but
kept using.

“Every timel'd go tothedoctor,”
Karen said, “I kept using because I
heard (thedoctor)say thatherheartbeat and growth were normal and
thought it was OK.”
Karen said her children have
“gone through a rough time”
because
of her and her husband’s
drug use.
However, she said her older
son, Bryan, was happy when she
and her husband, who
is living
with the family after a separation,
received acknowledgment from
Narcotics Anonymous after be-

ing clean for one year.
Although Karen said her
middlechild, Joshua, has speech
problems because of lack of attention during specific developmental

years,

Katie

vestigation

to

determine

whether or not the child can go
home with the mother. This is
usually dependent upon the
home environment.

is

Most mothers aren’t as lucky

“healthy and fine.”
While Lisa and Karen’s babies
were born seemingly unharmed

as Lisaand Karen, said Adrienne

and they were able to raise them,

this isn’t always the case.
If a newly born infant tests
positive for drug exposure, the
hospital notifies Child Welfare
Services which conducts an in-

Okin,

boardmember

of the

Humboldt County Council on

Adoptable Children, referring
to their children’s health.
“A lot of times exposure to
drugs is not as physically noticeable as it is with alcohol,”

said Okin, who provides poten-

tial adoptive parents with resources and referrals, including
those who consider adopting a
drug-exposed child.
Often children affected by drugs
aren’tcategorizedassuch until they
reach school age and exhibit learning difficulties, she said.
“The effect level varies from
child to child,” Okin said.
However, intervention is usually required with drug-exposed
children, she said, adding that

approximately 25 percent of the
families obtain this intervention.

Home: many mothers have family history of drug use

posed while in the womb, the at-

mosphere
they grow upincan make
a great difference.
If substance-abused children
are born healthy, they often are

able to outgrow their delays ina
stable environment.
Though many women wantto
provide such a home, they may

lack the skills to do so.
“The one truth involved in all
of this is that these women love
. their children,” Thomson said.
“They would never intentionally.
hurtthem...andtheymany times

realize that what they know, the
only way they know how to
motherand bea

parentis not OK.

So they’re looking for a change.”
Sometimes recovery is hindered by a painful past, she said.
“When you're an addict, you

know how to stop the pain,” she
said.
While mothers are learning

women who are above the poverty level and do not usually

try to give them the nurturing

many didn’t get in childhood.
“All the staff ends up being
very

much

like

qualify for medical care can re-

ceive these services which include the following:
* Medi-Cal provides prenatal
checkups, laborand delivery and

parents,”

Thomson said.
The transition away from the
“family”
canbe difficult. Women
are helped tofind support within

a post-partum visit.

¢ The Comprehensive Peri-

the community, such as enroll-

natal Services Program provides
women eligible for Medi-Cal
with prenatal vitamins, extra

ment in a 12-step program like
Alcoholics Anonymous or pri-

prenatal visits, counseling and

vate therapy.

After graduation, the women
attend aftercare once per week
for several hours.
Approximately

40

dietary evaluation.

¢ The Healthy Moms Program

provides

graduate from the day program,
Thomson said. The program is at

its maximum number, with 20
women on the day program, 10 on
aftercare and six on a waiting list.
Women have been referred to
the program by family members, their own mothers, doctors and sometimes at the insistence of Child Welfare Services,

Thomson said.
The Healthy Moms program

operates on $140,000 yearly from
the state and payments from

Medi-Cal.
There are other perinatal programs offered to low income
women, free of charge. Many

counseling services

(441-5742).
¢ For information on family

percent

health needs, call the CARELINE,

8:30a.m.-5 p.m.,Monday through
Friday (1-800-698-0843).
¢ Additionally,

homeless

pregnant women can get help

finding shelter through: Rita

sniasi nrais

while she tries to quit.
“When that happens, it’s impossible” for her to succeed,
Thomson said.
Womenmusttake twociasseson
parenting to graduate. Although
mostofthechildren with parentsin
the
were substance ex-

parenting skills, staff members

Holz, coordinator of 20 private
homes which take in pregnant
women

(443-0267),

Ss ss soaacs soc cota

¢ Continued from page 9

Birthright

(443-8665) and Crisis Pregnancy
Center in Fortuna (725-9313).

¢ The Sharp House (442-1309)
offers shelter to pregnant teenagers only. They may also be

matched with foster homes
through Child Welfare Services
(445-6180).

DEVANIE ANDERSON/THE LUMBERJACK

Blue Thomson, program coordinator for Healthy Moms, says
the worst drug a woman can use during pregnancy is alcohol.

PINEAPPLE
Murphy’s combines premium
Cana
bacon and juicy Dole

“Simply the best”
No Coupon Necessary
Burre Center
:

McKinl

e

2015 Cen
Avenue
(across from the
BofA)

Arcata

Shopping Center

Fortuna
Redwood Village Center
7085 S. Fortuna Bivd.

822°6220

725°9391

Uniontown

600 F St. (near

442°1499

839°8763

USDA Food Stamps gladly accepted
Please ne substitiutions. Not valid with any other offers or promotions.

Offer expires 10/31/03

Come share in this long tradition of community celebration...
Share the spirit of unity ond diversity!

Friday October 15 : Spm to midnight
Saturday October 16 : noon to midnight

PRE SALE TIX:$2 / REGULAR ADMISSION: §3 Kids < 11: FREE
SPECIAL TIX DEAL : $5 LUABEROUCK DAYS & HOMECOMING FOOTRALL GAME
No
alcoho! permitted. Please leave Fido home.
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Young girl’s spirit overcomes problems from’syn
@ When she saw Moriah in the maternity
ward, Yvonne Cooney saw beyond the
ravages of being drug-exposed in the

womb to the loving child beneath.
By Dawn Hobbs

SPECIAL
ASSIGNMENTS
E0ITOR SCS
She loves Disney movies and
Barney, her bike and babies.

Wearing her favorite Mickey
Mouse shirt, Moriah Cooney, 10,

rode her
around
home.
“She’s
cuddles
sleep,”

blue banana-seat bike
the family’s Eureka

while working in the nursery
one day.
“She was cute and looked like
a little elf,” she said.
Other nurses had problems
with Moriah’s irritability,
but
Moriah was “very responsive”
to Cooney.
During
Moriah

cute and sweet and
on your lap to go to
said

Yvonne

Cooney,

Moriah’s adoptive mother.
“Her enthusiasm with life is
something to
behold,”

Cooney

the three
was

old, her developmental

age is

She had breathing difficulties, a

small head circumference, small

and closely set eyes, thin lips, a

cleft palate, small jaw and lacked
a nose bridge — all signs of FAS.
Moriah

was initially trans-

ported to a San Francisco hospital and then later transferred, for
medical care, to Eureka’s General Hospital where Cooney, a
registered nurse, has worked for

20 years in the maternity ward.
Cooney first noticed Moriah

birth

mother visited her only once.
Moriah was placed under the
protection of Child Welfare Services, which searched for a fos-

ter home to care
for her.
#
Cooney said
| never before nor
since has she become so at-

she

between four and five.
Moriah, born five weeks early
on May 16,1983,inCrescentCity,
was diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. At birth, she
weighed 4 pounds, 12 ounces.

hospital,

said Moriah’s

said.
Cooney and
her
husband
George, both

HSU alumni,
adopted Moriah
in 1986. They
also have two biological daughters, Megan, 16,and Margaret, 14.
Although Moriah is 10 years

in the

months

tached toa baby

in the nursery.
While in the
hospital, Moriah refused to eat
and grew slowly, categorized as
“a failure to thrive.”
When CWS couldn’t place
Moriah because of her medical
problems, Cooney and her husband renewed their foster care
license and welcomed Moriah
into their home.
Medical procedures began
immediately because Moriah
alsosuffered from muscular skeletal defects, including fused arm
bonesand “rocker-bottom” feet.

Her feet were subsequently
casted because they were turned
inward. She also had surgery on
her cleft palate.
Moriah
began
physical
therapy at 9 months, speech

continues to see an orthopedist
and another specialist because
of her scoliosis, or curvature of
the spine.
‘When she began cutting her
middle teeth two years ago, they
were re because no hard
outer shell existed. Some didn’t
come in at all.
Attempts failed to reunite
Moriah with her birth mother,

and a year-and-a-half after
Moriah

came home with the

Cooneys, adoption procedures

During this time, Cooney said

she learned Moriah’s birth
mother, a heavy drinker, was
unaware she was pregnant with
Moriah and continued drinking
throughout her pregnancy.
Moriah’s birth mother had six
other children prior to Moriah,
two of whom were also affected
by alcohol exposure during
pregnancy.
Jeff, 19, had reading problems when younger, but now
appears to be all right. However, Pauli, 18, has Fetal Alco-

hol Effects.
An FAE child, unlike an FAS
child, appears perfectly normal,
but experiences other problems.
Pauli is developmentally
handicapped, hyperactive, reads
at a third-grade level and has
difficulty
with abstract concepts,
such as math.
These fetal alcohol effects
didn’t show up until she was
school age.
Pauli is institutionalized in
Santa Barbara and will remain
there until she is 22, when a
group home will be sought out
for her to live in for the rest of her
life.
“Pauli nor Moriah willever be
able to live independently,”

DEVANIE ANDERSON THE LUMBERJACK

Moriah Cooney, 10, was born five weeks early in Crescent City
and diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
Around

that

same

time,

Cooney said Moriah’s birth
mother died at age 46 of “what I
understand to be an alcohol-related disease.”
Last year, Moriah’s brother Jeff
asked that she be told she is

adopted.
“Moriah understands that she
has a brother and sister that live

elsewhere, and that she grew in
another
woman’s
body,”
Cooney said.
Moriah also understands “that

therapy at 21 months, wore an

Cooney said.
The adoption papers

eye patch from age 2 to 7, has
worn glasses since age 2 and

was almost three years old.

were

signed Oct. 7,1986, when Moriah

she has a hard time learning and

isin special classes,” Cooney said.
“She understands she’s differ-

ent because part of her finger is
missing on one hand and one
day she asked me why it was
cut off,” she said. “I had to explain that it wasn’t cut off, that
she was made that way.”
Moriah is in the Glen Paul
School system for developmentally handicapped children. She
attends an all-day special education preschool, as well as at-

tends a regular second-grade
classroom for one hour each
day.
Margaret, who

has volun-

See Moriah, page 12

JOANN RAND & The Little Big Band
Progressive folk-rock blend
« , soulful... the group is exalted . . . electrifying
stage presence ... gorgeous voice...”

7:30 Slide show:
“Saving the Rainforest BeginsAt Home”
HSU Founders Hall 118 (auditorium)
Admission $5-10 donations requested/sliding scale
826-7757 for more info
€ SERC
RAIN dt
Donefit for Humbol

Two locations within

walking distance of HSU!
And in McKinleyville:
Sequoia Auto supply
2023
tral Ave 839-1574
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Damaged
A pregnant woman harms more than herself when using drugs
@ Neurological impairment and delayed
development are some of the problems
drug-exposed children can face.
By Russ Williams
u

s

Drug-exposed infants may
face psychological, physiological and social problems that remain with them for their entire
lives, according to area experts.
Children experience a wide
range of outcomes because of
their individual prenatal situations, said Claire Grossman, an

HSU special education lecturer.
Ifsubstance abuse occursearly
and continuously, the child may

experience respiratory distress
and cardiac arrest, said
Grossman, who worked in a
Chicago neonatal intensive care
unit for two years.
“That child may have vision
impairment, hearing loss, neu-

rological impairment and withdrawal —
by seizures,” she said.
The chance of long-term effects from exposure to drugs
is
very high, oa Ted aniston,
an Arcata pediatrician.
“Babies that have a history of

intrauterine drug exposure are
more apt to have delayed development, learning disabilities,
movement disorders
and
sometimes cerebral er,
Hum:

said.

lB]

ad i

Child Welfare
eee

stance-exposed
child’s need and
assesses
the parental situationto

determine if the mother
has been
said Director

-

said,

.

these s
somasa hep
physician examines the sub-

drugs,

pe on

||A] Drug-Exposed)

exhibits

using

hospital todetermine what kind
of assistance is

aes

When an in-}

fant

Welfare Services is notified,”
Simcoe said.
“A social worker is sent to the

of

Child Welfare Services Nancy
Simcoe.

“If the hospital determines
that
a child may be at risk, Child

t

ae

ranges
drug
treatment services or, in extreme cases, removes the child from the home,

placing them in foster care.
“If services can be provided
and we determine it’s a safe environment, we want that child
to remain in the home,” Simcoe
said.
“If a child is removed from

the home, we want to return the
child to that home as soon as
possible,” Simcoe said, adding
that separating children from
parentsinterferes with thebonding process that is critical during carly development.
ena child is born with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, an abnormal face, awkward gate,
small stature, developmental
delay and seizuresarecommon,
Humphry
said.
Exposure to other drugs can
also cause serious problems
which are symptomatically
treated.
“Many babies who have had
significant intrauterine drug-

See Damaged, page 14

Moriah: tough road ahead eased by supportive family
° Continued from page 11
teered at Glen Paul School for
the past six summers, said, “It’s
been good for her intellectually,
to be around other kids.”
Moriah’
climbed
onto
Margaret’slap and cuddled with
herasshe spoke, “She’sso funny
and loves a lot of attention. If she
says something funny and we
all laugh, she repeats it about 10
times.”

Moriah insisted on pushing Margaret around in her
wheelchair, which she is temporarily using because

of a

hiking accident in the Trinity
Alps.
“She wants her own way, just
like everybody else does,” Margaret said. “She’s pretty much
spoiled, but not enough to hurt
her.”
“Come on,” Moriah said and
pushed her sister down the side-

walk.
Megan said Moriah enjoys

waking her and Margaret every
morning.

“And she loves pretending
she’s older,” Megan said. “She

follows usaround

the house and

into the bathroom to watch us

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
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IMPORT
NEEDS!

room,” Megan said.

Moriah was about a year behind normal development when
she was a baby, Cooney said.
When Moriah was 1 year old,
she weighed only 13 poundsand
didn’t speak or sit up until she
was 15 months old. She stood at
17 months and walked at 26
months, Cooney said.
“You — appreciate the developmental milestones and the
effort she goes through to

achieve these milestones — her

gumption and guts,” Cooney
said.

special

“The idea that we’d have to

watch her like a preschooler 10
years after we brought her home

Moriah will stay in the Glen
Paul School system until she is

just wasn’t there for us,” Cooney

22, at which time the Cooneys

our baby.”
“I can’t imagine life without

must decide whether they want
her athome or ina group home.
“We just take it one day at a
time,” Cooney said. “Moriah
brings as much pleasure as she
does grief.
“Thisis a life-long thing,” she
said, adding that “it is a fallacy
that FAS is outgrown. Like
Down’s Syndrome, it is never
outgrown.”

said. “But we love her and she’s

Moriah,” Margaret said. “All three

of us are really close sisters.”
Cooney is also a spokeswoman for a recently formed
eens group for adoptive or
birth parents of children af-

fected by FAS. The group meets

monthly at the Easter Seal Society office, 3289 Edgewood St.,
Eureka, 445-8841.
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comb our hair.
“She’s starting to learn to do
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Equipment and ingredients for
novice and expert brewers.
e Malts, Fresh Hops, Yeasts .
¢ Kettles to caps, starter kits
to C02 keg systems: we stock it!
° hebvics available

You supply the water...

we'll supply the rest.

- Unique merchandise from the world over.
List & E Streets * Old Town, Eureka * 445-2371)

Pastels on the Plaza
Though dark and stormy-looking skies hung overhead, fearless pastel artists
crouched down and went to work for the Sixth Annual benefit for Northcoast
Children Services.

More than 100 artists participated in the benefit for the non-profit organization, which raised approximately $7,000 in last yen s down-and-chalk-dusty
drawing event.
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Study finds high rates of women
using drugs before giving birth
@ Humboldt County
shows up high on
the list of women
who tested positive.
By Andrew Hessel
TUMBERJACK STAFF

Northern California, including Humboldt County, is near

the top of the list in a statewide
study of alcohol and drug use
during pregnancy.
Compared to the statewide
average of about 11 percent, the
10-county Northern California
region had a 14 percent rate of
women who tested positive for
alcohol or other drugs just prior
to giving birth.
is translates to approximately 250 drug-e
infants
born each year in Humboldt
County.
Thestudy, released last month,
isthe mostextensive on the topic
ever conducted in the United
States, said Dr. Rebecca Stauffer,

deputy health officer for the
county.
The Perinatal Substance

Ex-

posure Study, funded with $1.8
million from the state, was con-

ducted by the UC

Berkeley

School of Public Health and the
Western Consortium for Public
Health.

Data were collected last year
fromnearly 30,000womenwhen
they were admitted for delivery in 202
hospitals

Pe

most of the third trimester but
were clean at the time of delivery, that will not be picked up in
this study. Therefore, these results represent an absolutely
lowest possible figure,” Stauffer
said.
Since the smoking data came
from volunteered information,
the reported statewide rate of
approximately 9-percent is unrepresentative
of the actual
numberof
preg-

Damaged
© Continued from page 12
exposure will be very jittery and tremorous,” Humphry said.
“Many don’t feed well; they may be uncoordinated and have
trouble maintaining their body temperature,” he said. “Some
babies have a high-pitched cry, which indicates brain damage.”
Sometimes, children exposed to opiates are put on drugs
and gradually withdrawn over a period of days orgveeks to
ease their symptoms.
Additionally, doctors use Thorazine or phenobarbitol to
withdraw “crack” babies.
}
“There are some very complex types of medical problems

| which will continue to follow these children as they mature,”
said. Grossman, who, while working for the March of Dimes,

performed primary evaluation of children who were monitored for
perinatal risk.
“We've had children who were in the mild to moderate range
of drug-exposure in the public schools for years,” she said.

nant smokers,

throughout the
State.
About onein
every 15 subjects
tested
positive for alcohol.

she said.
“Humboldt
County is very
high in all of the
tobacco-related
cancers, so we know the smok-

“Thatisthehighestratiothere

has been, ever, in this kind of
study,” Stauffer said.
Because of limits to detecting
alcohol traces in urine, the tests
only registered positive if the
women drank just hours before
delivery, she said.
“If they used (drugs) all
through the first, second and

Grossman, who also worked with substance-abused chil-

dren as a mental health consultant for a Chicago Head Start
program, cites two reasons why society is becoming more
aware of drug problems.
First, drug abuse is spreading and it’s beginning to affect
classes of
le who had previously not been affected.

in rate has to be high,” she said.

“If it’s high in Humboldt
County, it’s high among pregnant women.”
Valerie Hunter, clinical director for the county’s drug
programs, said, “I think, traditionally, rural areas do have a higher

Secondly, children who normally would not have survived

are surviving because of current medical technology.
“We see children with FAS who are severely mentally
retarded and will need support their entire lifespan,”

- Grossman said.

“We see cocaine-e
babies who will have lifelong
neurological problems, severe learning disabilities and perceptual problems,” she said...

See Study, page 15
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Tomaso’s is not the place for you

S

SS

How can a restaurant succeed

featuring spinach?

Tomaso’s has been the spinach capitol

students and staff who

of Humboldt County for 20 years. HSU

hate spinach make a great discovery at Tomaso’s. They

love

id Pizza connoisseurs who are tired ofthose pizzas that some places practically pay
you to eat, come to Tomaso’s to fall in love again... with real pizza, whole wheat
crust,
more
more
meat

delicious sauce, toppings piled high, and served square, not round, so you get
pizza for your money. Tomaso’s is looking for customers that are looking for
than a meal. You’! find unusual Italian entrees, plenty of choices for both
eaters and vegetarians, unique espresso drinks, and great service with a casual
ambiance that makes your meal into a memory. Where else in America is your
order sent to the kitchen
in a tomato sauce can, dropped down a chute? Meals are

priced reasonably. The memories are free. Visit us today.

216 E Street

+ Old Town Eureka
Smoking Not Permitted

+ 445-0100
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Have trash, will travel

Students help create
a safe, healing place
By Amy Gittelsohn
u

$

The Healthy Moms Program not only offers substance abusive mothers a
healthier life, but also pro-

vides HSU psychology st
stu-

dents an op-

portunity to
gain practi-

Although

children.

“You don’t have to bea

psycholo-

cal experience.

the students
and . children are at

Steffanie Holzke, an HSU
graduate student in the psychology department's academic research program,
said she enjoys coming up
with.new activities for the

gist” to see
the changes

iy

|
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Children
.

work, itlooksalotlike play.

“For kids, play is work,”

said Stephen Lyons, a staff
member who provides
childcare so mothers can
take the courses required to
complete the program.
Lyonsis pursuing credentials in school counseling
and school psychology at

HSU.

They don’t try to be psychologists to the children,
but use a more informal
play therapy, Lyons said.

in the chil-.
dren after

they

and

their mothers finish
the
pro-

gram, Holzke said.

Although among the minority, some of the children in the class are developmentaily disabled
due to drug exposure before birth or unknown
causes.
Some of them will have
iene mainstreaming,
ut there is still a great deal
they can learn, Lyons said.
“We want tocreate alittle
place in the world that they
can.-trust,” he said.
ba
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. The county looks
at sending solid
waste to Utah.
By Eric Souza
TUMBERJACK
STAFF
~O~C~C—sSS

Not many people come to
Humboldt County looking to
take home tons of trash.
With five years worth of space
leftin the county’s landfill facilities, the Humboldt County Inteee
rce is looking into the possibility of sending solid waste to
Utah by rail.
The East Carbon Development Corporation in Utah is
making a pitch to the county to
dispose of solid waste in thelargest permitted landfill in the
United States. The site is located
about 150 miles south of Salt
Lake City, directly off the Southern Pacific Rail System.
Within the next five years,
Humboldt County has to find
another landfill space or send its
waste to an outside fill. ECDC is
offering a 10-, 20- or 40-year
transportation and disposal
agreement.
Dennis Kalson, a senior environmental health specialist for

the Humboldt County Depart-

She said any landfill in a wet
coastal area is prone to health

vices, said this rail haul isa seri-

hazards, while the site
in Utah is

ment of Health and Social Serous possibility.
“This is just one of several
options the county is looking at
foritslong-term disposal n
he said.
One of the concerns
the county
hasabout hauling waste
is when
it is removed from the area in
which it was produced, it makes
the problem less visible to the
community. “We have to get out

located in a high desert.

A possible problem isthe hauling itself. * Another big concern
is the dependability of the rail

line,” she said.
The cost of solid waste dis-

posal at the Humboldt Transfer
and Recycling Center in Eureka

is $69 per ton, Fane ore highest
figures in the state. Citrino said

Kalson said.
The situation was handed
from the Board of Supervisors
to the task force over the summer.
Liz Citrino, the waste prevention coordinator for the Humboldt County Department of

since the landfill has such ashort
remaining life-span, the cost of
solid-waste disposal is higher.
Citrino agrees with Kalston
that there is a moral problem in
sending the waste out-of-state.
“The further away it is, the
easier it is to forget,” she said.
“People need to take responsibility for the waste that ony cre-

Health and Social

ate.”

of the

disposal

mentality,”

Services, said

while there are good reasons to
send the waste to Utah, she is
also looking at the drawbacks.
“Most of us have mixed feelings about the whole idea,” she
said. “It’s attractive because they
want our garbage, and the site is
more suitable than anywhere in
Humboldt County.
“Anytime something looks
too good to be true, it's time to
take a good look at it,” Citrino

The county is in the process of
looking for ssible landfill sites.
“A regional
landfill is a real hotpotato, because
a lot of residents .
don’twantitnear them,” Citrino
said.
She is worried about what the
t be to send away the
‘costs

waste.
financial arrangements are the biggest
concern.”

While the cost of sending the

"See Trashy; page 16

Study: ‘smoking rate inaccurate —
smoking rate, and in large part,
I think it’s because of some of

non-smokers to use marijuana — births, the study stiinadal:
“Another myth is that it’s all
and over 20 times more likely to
women who have this probuse cocaine or amphetamines.
em,”
Stauffer said.
Stauffer said
the media fo-

the cultural mores.
“Just look at the Marlboro

cused too much attention on cocaine-exposed black infants,

_ © Continued from page 14

man,” she said, calling tobacco
“the gateway drug.”
“A legal drug, tobacco, is the

drug that’s associated with drug

which represented a numerically
small portion of the total number of drug-exposed infants.
African-Americansaccounted

use,” Hunter said.

for about 5 percent of California

The study found smokers
were 10 times more likely than

births in 1992, and about 20 percent of the substance-exposed

In the study,

with

healthinsuranceconstituted over
40 percent of those who tested
positive for alcohol and 30 percent of illicit drug detections. The study found that women
whodid not receive prenatal care
were more likely to test positive

for drugs.

>
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|
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our research.
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be running between Arcata and
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Environmentalists respond
to Option Nine timber plan
™@ While some see the plan as a first
attempt to end the “timber war,” others

are more skeptical of future outcomes.
By Dirk Rabdau
EITORINCHEF=—,,————

Environmentalists

are

an-

gered about President Clinton's
—
plan for the Northwest

_ forests.

approval.
FMany environmentalists preferred

Option One, which would

have all but guaranteed the survival of species associated with
old-growth forests by reducing
harvests to 200 million board
feet per year.
Scientists estimated the likelihood of four outcomes for species associated with old-growth
forests in the report of the Forest Ecosystem Management
Assessment Team. These outcomes
ranged from a well-distributed
species to extinction. The projections covered the next 100
s.
Under Option Nine, the vulnerability of many species is increased, especially mollusks and
lichens. Certain species of bats,
fish and fungi also face a risk of
extinction under the Option
Nine plan.
A 90-day comment period on
the draft supplemental environmental impact statement wraps
up at the end of the month.
Since the the plan was proposed, timber companies in California have repeatedly claimed
that timber regulations are al-

ion Nine — the
rence
ot de Cleans saeco _
attempts to balance environmental,economic, and social interests
in the region covered by the plan.
The plan, which includes parts
of northwest California, western Oregon and Washington,
represents a significant change
in priorities for the 22 million
acres of federal forest lands.
Tim McKay, director of the
Northcoast Environmental Center,said the Portland forest summit in July represented the first
attempt at quelling what he described as “the timber war.”
“It’snot unlike the Israelis and
the PLO,” he said.
Timber harvests in the region
covered by the Option Nine plan
produced approximately 4 billion board feet
duri
the 1980s. Undac tie plan, she
number is pared to 1.2 billion
board feet per year.
Key elements ofClinton’s plan
ready the toughest of any state.
must be approved by Congress.
“These laws have never been
The $1.2 billion package of gov- enforced,” McKay said.
ernment programs is aimed at
McKay said claims by Califorrestoring watersheds, retraining — nia timber companies regarding
timber workers and subsidizing
the tough regulations is just a
timber-dependentcommunities.
ploy.
All must receive congressional
Environmentalists are also

angered that forests in eastern
Washington and eastern
on

are not covered by the plan.

Many are afraid that this will
cause accelerated logging in the
on.

“East of the (Cascades) range,

a lot of forests are being |
in the name of salvage,” said
Randy Ghent, coordinator of

HSU

First!

Ghent, a political science junior, said many of these trees are

afflicted with diseases that are
not serious. He said forest officials are selling these trees to
timber companies for a bargain
price.

“Option Nine is not ecosystem management,” he said.
Clinton
his plan will lift
many
of the injunctions
that have
all but halted
federal timber sales
since 1989.
;
The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals and U.S. District Judge
illiam Dwyer in Seattle issued
these injunctionsafter ruling that
federal agencies were in violation of the Endangered Species
Act, the National Environmen-

tal Policy Act and the National
Forest Management Act.
McKay said these injunctions
could be lifted if the bench agrees
“that there has been compliance
with the law.”
The Clintonadministration
has
asked some of the,plaintiffs in the
cases to consider dropping their
cases as an act of good faith,
But Ghent believes that Option Nine is still in violation of
the Endangered Species Act. He
said Earth First! favored a noaction policy which would have
left the forests alone.

Trash
° Continued from page 15
waste to Utah rivals the cost of

building and main
landfill in Humboldt

anew
County,

“There are substantial casts besides that,” Citrino said.
She said a transfer station is

one of the large costs it would
take to send the waste to Utah.

“So far, all these money fig-

ures are just guesstimates,” she

said. Although the rail-haul option is being considered, there

ae

ae

mae

RAAT

TIRe

Ee

“fad

psother options the county is

ering.
There have been nine prolocations for a new landll in Humboldt County. Four

sites in Freshwater, about three
miles east of Eureka, were given

the highest ratings based on ecoprone ee
and sociological.

effects,

the October issue Tho
Coast Journal.

to

Neck

The list will be shortened to
three sites at the county advi-

sory committee
ing on Oct.
18. The county waleoen
consider the

recommendations
in late Decemberor early January.
Kalston summed
up the situation by noting:
“Any decision is
a long way
off.”
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oo” Metical Group & Counseling
¢ Family Planning

Self Defense Seminar

“JUST OVER THE

this multiple choice
question.

e Jeff Bernstein,
the health edu-

cation specialist from the North
Coast AIDS Project will be on
campus Oct. 14 distributing free
condoms and information.
e Red ribbons are encouraged
to be worn.
In California, AIDS is now the

ee
e
ne

ttc

ela

leading cause of death in men between the agesof25
and 44;and the
fourth leading cause of deathamong
women the same age.
Seventy-five percent of world

~~

prepared to answer

tne

cards, students must be

rae

To get one of these

The theme of AIDS Awareness Monthin HumboldtCounty
is “Faces of AIDS: Facts of Life.”
Since 1985, 111 people have
been diagnosed with AIDS in
Humbold*tCounty. Estimates
are
that approximately 1,000 people
have HIV in the county.
Beginning in 1989, Humboldt
County has passed yearly proclamations endorsing Kips
Awareness Month, which is a
nationally recognized event.
The purpose of October AIDS
Awareness Month in part is to
encourage
and support
the North
Coast community to learn more
about HIV/AIDS.
Some scheduled events this
month include:
e The “Tuesday Night Talk
Show” on KHSU will feature a
discussion about AIDS later in
the month.

e

Hours: M-FSam to Spm

tan

Sign up at HSU’s Women’s Center 826-4216

a

Awareness Month

AS

Pi

October is AIDS

fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal
re 18th Street

Di

October 10th
one day seminar
October2, 9, 16, 23 © $35 for 4-weeks

~ Family ing fren |
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N
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y— — eee

Community
clips
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AIDS cases are believed to be
attributed to heterosexual sex.
More information is available

from

AIDS

Coast

the North

Offers the convenience of a MasterCard® credit

Slide show of PL
land unhindered

“I

accomplished

what

Lets you make calls to or from almost

anywhere at AT&T's low rates.

card that's free of annual fees for life, plus an
AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you
a 10% discount on already competitive

AT&T Calling Card rates.

Environmental activist Doug
Thron presented his slide show
critical of Pacific Lumber Co.
Sunday night, despite threats of
legal action from PL.

ATRT Calling Card.

I

wanted todo,” Thronsaid of the

show, which was attended by

about 200 people.

PL alleged some of Thron’s
slides were taken while trespassgoes
on the
"he

$ pone.
so

spobersneian forOe

be
cat the
said

company has “not made a decision yet as to what our next step
will be. We'll make our decision

ReTES

Which is the best calling card for students? There are three schools of thought—

based on the law and on what’sin

the company’s best interest.”
Thron is promoting a plan by
Rep. Dan Hamburg (D-Ukiah)

for the federal government to

purchase or trade land for about

44,000 acres of PL timberland.

the AT&T Universal: MasterCard, the AT&T Calling Card, and the AT&T Custom Calling™ Card.
Each one offers personalized services to meet your needs. It's all part of The ¢ Plan*
Which means that no matter which card you choose, you can't fail.

"We are willing to negotiate

on the sale of 4,500 acres at fair
market value and no more,”
Bullwinkel said.
—Andrew Hessel

~ Lets you call the numbers t you and
your parents
ect, and have the
~ bill
sent home.
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©

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call

1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4125.
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—Gini Berquist
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Project, 441-5632.
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Taste Humboldt County’s culture
@ A cookbook
reveals past and
present cuisines

from local kitchens.
By Michelle Van Aalst
“Adobe Oven Bread,” “Ru-

tabaga Casserole” and “Banana Slugs Sauteed” are just
some of the dishes you will
find in the book, “A Taste of

Humboldt.”

Now in its second

printing,

“A Taste of Humboldt” was

first published in 1987 and has

made more than $50,000 for
the Youth Educational Services Trust Fund.
The fund uses the interest

from the money raised toward
scholarships for directors of
Y.ES.

“Partof the mission of Y.E.S.

is to develop leaders who understand cultural pluralism,
so it’s nice that our cookbook
educates our whole commu-

nity in a small way,” said Joy
Hardin, executive director of

Y.E.S.
Marjorie Fitzpatrick, chair
of the Cookbook Committee,

thought of the idea for a cookbook fund raiser when she was

visiting her mother in Alabama.
“There wasacounty cookbook
there. I thought it would be nice
tohave one here that would have
the county history and the different ethnic backgrounds,” she
said.
Fitzpatrick wanted a fund
raiser to help the whole community rather than a small section.
“Y.E.S. was the logical place to
give the idea of the cookbook.
They serve all types of people,”
she said.
“A Taste of Humboldt” has
recipes ranging from various
Native American tribes toSoutheast Asian cuisine.
Selling 5,000 copies in its first
printing, the collection of recis is not only a cookbook, but a

istorical overview of Humboldt
County.

“Itreally isn’t a recipe book,”

Fitzpatrick said. “I think it kind
of tells you about the folks in
Humboldt County and the
people who have developed
it.”
Before the recipes, the book
discusses the different ethnic
groupsin Humboldt Countyand
continues with brief explanations of communities that run
from Southern Humboldt to
Trinidad.
The recipes were obtained
- from the entire county.

“We put out thousands of

FOOTCARE
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A local cookbook not only provides unusual and tasty recipes, but
also gives participants in the Youth Educational Services program
a chance to keep on dishing out help.
The Y.E.S. house serves both students and community by providing work experience for students in areas of peer counseling.
Thanks to funds raised from sales of the “A Taste of Humboldt”
cookbook, approximately $3,000 is available to qualifying students
each year.
:
Each director can receive a maximum of $500 per semester.
This semester, Y.E.S. has received application requests totaling
$3,200. Only $1,500 is available for directors.

To receive funding a student must be a co-director of a program,
after being a volunteer, and spend between 10 and 20 hours a week
working on a program.
“Y.E.S. sometimes lost their directors because of financial troubles,”

said Marjorie Fitzpatrick, chair of the Cookbook Committee.
“The (directors) were being cheated because they weren’t able to

titled,

“Miscellaneous”, one can find
such delights as “Roast Raccoon” and “Seaweed.”
The book also offers readers more tame dishes such as

use their talent to help their community, (and) the community was

being cheated as well by not having the resources of these directors,” Fitzpatrick said.

In the past, some Y.E.S. programs were threatened when students
could not put in the necessary time to accomplish their goals
because they had a part-time job.
“The classic line is, the students have to go flip burgers instead of
changing kids’ lives,” said Joy Hardin, executive director of Y.E.S.
Erika Merklin, a social science senior, received funds for fall 1992
and spring 1993 totaling $1,000.
“It enabled me to dedicate time to volunteer work in the community by helping me financially,” she said.
Nafisa Sekandari, a first-year grad student at HSU, wasinvolved
with a program called “The Big Show.” The purpose of the proam was to send underprivileged children to Marine World in

“Scottish Shortbread,” “Zuc-

chini Nut Bread” and “Black
Bean and Rice Stew.”
“If you were looking for a
meaning behind some recipes
then this would be a good
cookbook to have,” Fitzpatrick

said. “But I think it’s more
than a cookbook — it’s a taste
of Humboldt.”
Dedicated to the people of
HumboldtCounty, this$11.95
book is for sale at the HSU
bookstore.

Vallejo, Calif.

Sekandari and her volunteers raised $6,000 in two months and
were able to send 68 kids to the theme park.

“I was putting a lot of time and energy into the project,” she said.
“The fund really helped me out. It saved me.”
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By Michelle Van Aalst

recipe blanks in post offices
and country stores and asked
for your favorite family recipe
from your tradition,” Hardin
said.
The recipes are also from
different time periodsin Humboldt County. One recipe in
the book is titled “The First
Recipe in Humboldt County”
and its only ingredients
are an
eagle, araven,anda dead fish.
The directions: “Put into pot
for supper.”
“We received some submissions that were really weird,”
Hardin said. “They didn’t fit
under any category, so we
made this new section.”

« ©@ Warts.

:

Book funds aid Y.E.S.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
“For Musicians...

By Musicians”
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Salmon run low
Experts converge on Woodley Island to net problem
returning to spawn.
By Pat Kelley
[OMBERIAGK
STAFF
“There are several possible
reasons why the salmon runs
are low,” said biologist Patrick

Higgins.
Higgins,
tatives from
tions in California and
Oregon, federal

ies, com-

mercial fisherman and the
Hi
and Yurok tribes met at
Eureka’s Woodley Island Marina last week to discuss the problem.
The possible
reasons include
“Salmon
effects
of
t, an El

Nino condition
inthe
late 1980s,
over-fishing
and the release
of too many

the

ber is too low.
Even =
these limits, the
n umber of returning
ing fish p plum-

100

In 1990 only 15,536 fish returned to the Klamath River.
The figure was down to 11499
in 1991 and 11,120 in 1992.
One problem discussed was

are a

Pacific Choice Seafoods

River for the last

Oregon member of the Pacific

Mz

ing releasedb
dex hnatlianias.
The hatcheries had been
releasingup to 12
million ae
salmon each
year from 1986
to 1989.
“Releasing
this
many
hatchery fishis
a two-edged
sword,”

ins

three years,” said John Coon, an

Fisheries

150

Many biologists
think thisnum-

Eureka General Manager

t on

t Council.

Spawning escapement describes
the number of fish that
survive the rigors of heading
dowstreamas
young fish,spending three to five yearsin the ocean
and then returning up stream to

spawn.

Natural predators, adverse
habitat conditions as well as
sport and commercial fishing
contribute to low spawning es-

capement.

A floor, or minimum, of
115,000 adult wild fish returnspawn, was set by the
ing to
Fisheries Management
Pacific

@ Salmon overcome natural

Page 22.
les
reproduce.
obstotac

Numbers
in thousands of salmon

the minimum
35,000 fish return.

at least until the
stocks rebound.”

we're getting
low spawning

runwould

In 1982, under
from
fishing organizations, the floor
was reduced to 85,000 fish and
then to 68,000 fish.
In 1986 the Council reduced

thing of the past,

hatchery fish.
“Basically
esca

vo

Klamath River salmon runs

this level

rug

Andrew Hessel

OL

‘79

‘9:
‘8S ‘84 '85 ‘86 ‘87 ‘88 ‘89 ‘90 ‘91
‘80 '81 "82
e——e _ Pacitic Fisheries Management Council's minimum salmon retum

Area of enlargement

“It’s a matter of density-dedent mortality,” he said, reing to the death-rate in relationship to population density.
Higgins said if the harvest
quota is set high enough totake
enough hatchery fish out of the
stock to prevent them fromsimply overwhelming
the low
number of wild

fish, then too

many wild fish will be removed
for a successful run.
“When harvesting fish at sea
you basically can’t tell the wild
stocks from the hatchery
stocks,” said HSU fisheries Professor Ter y
Roelofs.
He said there were other fac-

tors,including
the fact that wild
fingerlings would move out to
sea over a period of time,
whereas the hatcheries release

their fingerlings
enmass and

@ The placenta can be 2
.
y for
highwa
ous
danger
transference

‘78

said.

Mothers’ vices are
d

ae

a drastic three-year
drop in fish

Council in 1979.
It was assumed

a

@ Locals bemoan

,

Een

Whena mother smokes, drinks ortakes
any drug, in effect so does her fetus.

The main route of drug transfer is by

Last three annual salmon returns
SOURCE: Pacific Fisheries Management Council and The Lumberjack archives

RAY LARSEN / THE LUMBERJACK

they migrate out to sea in a tight

or an unidentified prob-

OThey simply overwhelm the

em with the ocean habitat.
Because
salmon are out to sea

wild stocks,” Roelofs said.

for three to five years, research-

Other
itsare low
water flow during the drought

ers have to look at the habitat’s

years, effects of the El Nino con-

fisheries

Professor

David

Hankin, who is a former member of the Klamath River Fall
Chinook Review Team.

Another problem may be over-

dition
that occurred during those

trouble for next generation

es
uterus.
known
no
“There’s
—satelimit(duringpreg-

r
determining the transferate
is diffusion,or spread- importantin
cases,
some
placen:
across the placenta.
ing,
n
pregnancy.
esti
rate is highearly
diffusion, the rate

Dr. Rebecca Stauffer,

and ‘thickness of the

proporarea

s
at metabotai
not efficient
_ The placen
izing, or breaking down drugs; this is,

membrane.
see
aida
ta conmainly
more
is
which
form
a
into
them
verts

the liver called
Once a bypass
pag oo et moony
almost directly
placenta
the Kenet.
6s
fisen the Vieibitical cord

of transfer is
tional to the

) for alcohol or
any illegal drug,” said
deputy health officer
for Humboldt County. ii
to do just a
, it’s
a lot of
“For
pet
said.
little,” she

and __ transferable.
Before birth, the fetal membranes

5 algae

ec pg

goo so

way of the placenta, the membrane b

mga

;
@ Drinking during pregnacy can cause
birth defects and other problems. Page 21.

At birth, they separate from the fetus
= afterbirth.”
“<=
m
of drug transfer
mechanis
The

way Of he tobun is joined to the mother’

former condition.

“The salmon fisheries
are seri-

ously over harvested,”
said HSU

n
and excretion.
tion, nutrition, respiratio

al
in the flow of maternblood

the liver’s
however,

function.

This reduces the flow of blood to the

fetus’ liver.

to the placenta affect how much of a _ The

of metabolism may be as

substance is available for transfer over a harmful, if not more, to the fetus as the
given period.
See Drugs, page 20
is also
The stage of fetal development

20
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Drugs: Fetal tissues can become toxic dumping ground
© Contiued
from page 19
original drug. Additionally,
malibolnee
have a haid
time crossing the placenta can
accumulate
in the fetus if they
- can’t be eliminated
by another
Drugs might t also be storedin
fetal body fat or bound to proteins in tissue or plasma.
Drugs and their metabolites
can target specific tissues. Many
appear
to concentrate in
the yolk sac and the brain.
Catteine
Caffeine is one of the most
commonly ingested drugs.
It is present in significant

amounts in coffee, tea, soft
drinks, chocolate
and many overthe-counter remedies for headachesand upper respiratory
tract
infections.
“There's just not good data on
caffeine and pregnancy,”
Stauffer said.
Caffeine readily crosses the
placenta. Its half-life
in the blood
is from two to six hours.
In
doses, it causes
uate
& oe offspring of
animals. Its cancer-causing potential has not been determined.

Tobacco
“Tobacco smoking isnotasafe
activity at any time or any fre-

quency during pregnancy
— or

ee

life,” Stauffer

Smoking cigarettes during
pregnancy
can result
in retardation of fetal
and low birth
weight,
which can be fatal to the

baby.

ding on how much a
mother smokes, she has a 54

per-

cent to 130

-

t

ter

hood fatally unidee 8.3 pAtande
—the technical definition of low
birth weight.
Healthy os
weigh
about
t poun
shencias tobacco use has also

been implicated as a leading factor in sudden infant death syndrome and linked to
ous abortions and still

tanebirths.

———————
CO-OP MEMBERSHIP APPRECIATION
DAY IS WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 20.
All

members

Show

receive

your

5%

off at the

register.

card!

We're Cooperative...
Naturally.
What is a co-op?
A.co-op is a business
that is owned and
controlled by the people
who use it. A co-op's
purpose is to fill the
needs of its members.
You're not just another
customer at a co-op,
you're a member, an
owner. Co-ops are
responsive to the interests
of their members. A co-op
is a community based
business that is democratically
controlled.

How the Co-op began.
North Coast Cooperative, inc.
(the Arcata and Eureka Co-ops)
began as a “buying club”. In

1973, a group of HSU students tired of paying high prices for
poor quality foods in
supermarkets - banded together

to buy staples like organic flour,
rice and beans in bulk direct
from suppliers. They split the

cost and divided the food. This
led to pooling their resources

and renting a storefront in

information for consumers.

It’s worth joining!
In addition to supporting the
principles of the Co-op, other
benefits of membership include:

© Check cashing
privileges.
© Receive the informative
Co-op's Newsletter.
© 7% dividends on shares
Arcata. As
others became members by
investing in the little store, the
Co-op was born. The Co-op has
grown through many changes
over the past 20 years, but
members today still support the
same ideals on which the Co-op
was founded:

¢ Support our local economy

for the past 8 years.
© Receive a 2% discount
every time you shop.*
© Make loans to the Co-op at
special rates."
e Use your Co-op card to
receive discounts from
participating merchants.
© Vote in Co-op elections.
© Serve on the Co-op Board
of Directors.

by focusing on locally

It's easy to Join!

grown and produced foods.

Just pick up an application at any

© Promoting a clean world
and good health through

organic farming.
¢ Reduce waste by providing
foods in bulk.
¢ Provide nutritional

register or the customer service
window, complete the application
and return it with a minimum

investment of only $25.
* Fair Share Members only.

Join Us...

.

and become a part of the cooperative spirit!
ARCATA
CO-OP
Sth and I

IFV73 -1993

f
EUREKA
CcOo-OP
ist and E

Streets
Old Town

Some re-

searchers

have tenta-

tively
linked

nicotine

7

use to hy-

and learning
dis-

abilities.

These dis-

:

2

ooo

gf any

ae

;

ws.

areas,

eo
‘ or

DR. REBECCA

life.

sureare done

*

in large met-

ropolitan
tals.

STAUFFER

County deputy health officer

bon monoxide
in
smoke,whichdeprives

the brain of oxygen.

Alcohol
Alcohol consumption during
pregnancy can lead toa broad
+ nant fetal alcoholeffects,
AEs, or fetal alcoholsyndrome.
FAEs, including growth deficiency or alterations in the central nervous system, may result
from only moderate drinking.
Fetal reaction to a particular
dose of alcohol
can v;
tly,
Stauffer said. There pe aeeilie
tific consensus on a “safe” level
of alcohol consumption during
pregnancy, she said.
Marijuana

Marijuana smoke contains
more carbon monoxide than tobacco smoke.
Placental
transfer of marijuana
diminishes as p:
progresses. However, THC, the
main psychoactive chemical in
marijuana,
is stored in the body’s
fatty tissues.
A single dose takes up to 30
days to leave the body. Because
of this, it accumulates during
chronic use.
Few reliable studies have investigated the effects of marijuana on human fetal growth,
with conflicting results.
Research suggests that,as with

enero
ane.
ing
pregn
can cause low

birth am”
There are also indications that
itmay produce infants with
disorders and learning disabili-

an

stance

time in

be

by the car-

lent in por:

;

pregn pend

mari-

more preva-

activity at any
:

Stauffer

tke to
juste’

eis

one’s

caused

said

is nota safe

abilities

could also

ties.

“Tobacco smoking

“lust

be-

§ cause there

are not good
studies, that
doesnotmeanit’ssafe,”
Stauffer

said. She said

t women

should “absolutely” avoid marijuana.
Cocaine
§ The plight of “crack babies”
has garnere
a d
lot of attention in
recent years.
“The media has really overdone it,” Stauffer said, noting
there are fewer babies born exposed to cocaine than to other
d
Cocaine metabolization is generally lower in the fetus, as well
as in pregnant women and
people with liver disease. Since
decreased metabolism prolongs
exposure,
the fetus may be more
sensitive to small doses of cocaine.

“It's p
what the

Stauffer said.

hard to measure
fetus is getting,”

Among the effects linked to
fetal cocaine exposure are low
birth weight and head size, urinary-tract and
genital abnormalities, limb deformities, heart
lesions, seizuresand central-ner-

vous-system and eye malformations.

One study found that —
cocaine-exposed infants show
impaired orientation and reflexes, even when their mothers
stopped using drugs in the first
trimester.
Stauffer said
ntially serious long-term
, as well as
more subtle effects, of these and
other drugs may not be con-

firmed for years.

Salmon
° Continued from page 19
“It’s not pt the Klamath that

is in trouble,” Higgins said. “In

the 1930s the Shasta River had
some 80,000 fish. By the end of
the ’70s it was 60,000. By the late
‘80s it was down to 15,000 fish in
the Shasta River. In the last three
years it has been down to less
than 500 salmon.”
Area fisherman, already
strapped by restricted fishing
seasons, are worried.
Someof the
ble semions
suggested at
week’s meet-

ings include reducing the num-

ber of hatchery released fish,
all hatchery
fish and
further vesieicting tie fishing
season.
“Last year we had basicallyno
season and we really only got

September this year,” said Jim
—
a fisherman from Fort
“It’s
ood
orth
of the
fishing

a species that doesa lot of
for the economy of the
Coast,” said Rick Harris
$100,000 per year salmon
industry.
mon used to be big, but
we basically don’t budget for
time 7 itnow,” Harris said, the
ner
Pacific Choice
Seafcodsin Reteka, “Selsnan are
a thing of the past, at least until

the_— st d.”
ne of these thi

aoneed

could, by marking
hai
fish,
set differential ae
We could have a lower
quota or
even no quota on wild ish.”
Last week's meeting produced
no policy decisions. A report is
due in December.

———————
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Birth defects caused by prenatal alcohol abuse

@ Awide range of drugs and medications have
been proven to have negative

l@ Moderate
drinking during

placenta to some extent and enter the
circulation
of the
or

By Andrew Hesee!
IMA
or

Mothers who drink large

amounts
of alcohol during
pregnancy may give birth to
with fetal alcohol syndrome,
characterized by a pattern of
deficits, mental retardation, behavior problems and
ysical abnormalities.
“It is the
entable

birth defect and

leading

known preventable cause of
mental retardation,” said Mike
Goldsby, director of family re-

covery

Hospital

B® It is not always
clear
which drugs will have
damaging effects; drug
use should
be limited to
situations
of medical
*
Neccessity.
The damage a
drug does to a fetus
3
depends
on when and how
much of the drug is taken.

The first major report on adolescents

syndrome
wascoined in
1973.

vio heapedtxin

In Novem-

from 12 to

ber
1989,
Congress

years, were
teristic of FAS as they had been

have w:

The average intellectual level
for the patients was in the mildly
retarded range, although some

Beside d

, research indi-

cates the variability may be due
to different patterns of
>
exposure during difference
hases of development or differing vulnerability tothe effects

of alcohol.

“Unfortunately, studies have

in childhood.

labels.

Minimal criteria for diagnosis

Factnusioey one

bytheetal

Alcohel vanvalitien
G

Almost half had anid of 20 or
more, not technically classified
as mentally
,
The average academic ability
of these patients was at the second to
level.
Some read and
at a
level or
.

holism, include: retardation of

mental delay = oe
impairment; an
anomalies
or oe head size.
Delays
in motor development,

pa may exhibit only

not as charac-

sineed legislation requiring alcoholic-beverage containers to

exposed to only

in Eureka.

and

adults with FAS
was
in
19 1.
The faces of

services at St. Joseph

py ie

disorder
seems to correspond to
ment,

growth before or after birth; neurological abnormality, develop-

moderate doses of alcohol dur-

SOURCES: Pharmacologic Basis of Perinatal Addiction, Biological Foundations of Human Sexuality

_the severity of a child’s mental

ee

” of alcohol consumption,

_ Pregnant
woman will cross the

@ Every drug that is used by a

ae

Goldsby said.

pregnacy spelis
trouble for child.

>
|

Se

hyperactivity and sleep distur-

a oa

bances have been observed in
FAS
patients.

eee

side

were most deficient.
Despite an average age of 17,
the patients had an average
“adaptive behavior” develop-

Other symptoms include
distractability, short memory
, temper
tantrums
and
percant difficulties.
;
Some researchers have found

See Alcohol, page 22
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Spawn or die
Salmon stocks take a dive as rivers continue to be degraded
@ North Coast anglers are not in
the pink as fish populations
struggle against the tide.
By Philip Pridmore-Brown

|
Conditions for salmon spawning
<x

CUMBERIACK STAFF

Drought, dams and increased amounts of silt all con-

tribute
to the decreasing salmon populations
on the North
Coast, said HSU fisheries Professor Terry Roelofs.
“Road construction and timber harvest both cause silt to
enter
the river,” Roelofs said. “ If there isnot enough
water
to flush it out it is a major
problem.”

Salmon need clean, silt
fre , gravel to spawn. The fish
digs holes in the gravel for its eggs, using its tail, called

ag
The salmon then cover the eggs with six to eighteen
inches of gravel to keep them from washing away.

<_<.

Current

The eggs survival
relies
on proper spawni

areas. After ferti
the
eggs are covered

with

6-18 inches of

ravel. Gravel ensures
the eggs will

The oan must ae water washing over them constantly to provide oxygen and keep them cool. If silt fills in

plenty of oxygen
th roan. ie I

the redd the
will suffocate.
Roelofs said the salmon stocks in the area are only 20
percent of what they used to be.
If the spawning areas continue to be destroyed this
trend will continue.

causes the
to
suffocate eggs
4

Roelofs cited several other factors that contribute to the

problems with salmon spawning, including water quality, water temperature and grazing.
Cattle on the Shasta River system have caused the river
banks to erode allowing silt and runoff to enter and
muddy the river.
The annual run in the Shasta River has been reduced to
a few hundred fish.
Roelofs said the entire Eel River system has had somuch
water diverted and timber harvested from its watershed

that the water temperature during much ofthe yearis
lethal to fish.
The fish are forced to hold in cooler water at the
mouths of tributaries, thus restricting theirspawning

areas.
Many of the rivers on the North Coast have had so
muchwater diverted that the water temperatures
lethal
to salmon.

Alcohol: FAS can haunt its victims if left unchecked
© Continued from page 21
living skills and poorly in socialization
and communication skills.
Those who were not technically retarded still lacked ability to consider consequences of action, to take initiative and
to respond to subtle social clues.
Researchers concluded the wide variation in intellectual levels shows diagnosis of FAS brings no guarantees about IQ

or academic achievement.
On the other hand, Goldsby said, stud-

ies like this show it’s not just a childhood
disorder.
Since full-blown FAS patients tend to
be born to alcoholic mothers, Goldsby
said, their family environments tend to
be remarkably unstable.
If not diagnosed as infants or yo
children, they are usually raised an
taught by people unaware of their dis-

HUMBOLDT GREEN

eOnly 3 blocks from H.S.U.
°Free Cable T.V.
°1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments
ePaid water and trash

eSome units have pald utilities
eRecreation room and laundry facilities
Variety of Affordable rental plans
eFurnished & Unfurnished
eMacintosh & IBM typing lab
Ee
=

a

3s

oe

He said men tend to be more able to

Bienes of this, it can be difficult to afford and have time for drug abuse treatseparate the biological aspects of FAS
ment.
from environmental factors related to paHe also said the social stigma attached
rental alcoholism.
to alcoholic or drug-addicted mothers
“It’s hard to tell which one is the bigger
prevents them from
treatment.
cause because they’re both so serious,”
Some have been charged with fetal child
Goldsby said.
abuse.
“Women have a number of barriers to
“I'm very frightened by the current
“oe treatment that men don’t have,”
trend to criminalize pregnant mothers
e said.
for using drugs,” he said.

The Lumberjack

DNA sleuthing now nabs
poachers red-stranded
wildlife reserves.
By Harry Kassakhian
LUMBERJACK
SIF 00OO”~COCCCCOCOCS

California’s

ent of

Fish and Game is following a
trail of blood to catch theives.
The DFG launched a
that uses DNA samp
animal carcasses = vita

poachers.

Jim Banks, the DFG’s chief

(the use of DNA samples
as evi-

dence) became
quite popular in
England in solving crimes,”
Banks said.
Banks said the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service lab in Ashland,
a , helped the DGF obtain its

i

wildlife pathologist
said ina tele- conviction
sameness
convenient Ss
‘orensics Laboratory in Rancho . “The ane
case reCordova, “When we have gut sulted in the conviction of a
piles or blood we can com: pare ShastaCounty
man whokilled a
the two samples (suspected
trophy-quality mule deer buck
poacher’s animal’s and the - that resided on a couple of eastcarcass’s) to determine if they ern Shasta County ranches —
one owned by actor Clint
came from the same animals.”
He said DNA sampling will Eastwood,” stated a DFG press
improve the conviction rate of release dated Sept. 9.
The release stated that federal
poachers tremendously.
“Now all we can say is that it laboratory scientists were able
may have come from that ani- to match tissues collected froma
gut pile left on the ranch with
mal,” Banks said. He said poachthose of a large buck found in
ing is rampant in California.

the sus
The lederel @aieiienee tcan’t
continue to doortit (DNA sam-

pling). It can only do it on a
ted basis,” Banks said.
The DFG official said federal
wildlife law enforcement
had to

do both national and international work.
He said the situation necessitated the creation of California’s

DNA sampling methods.
“We started submitting proposals so we could use DNA for
notjust forensics
butalso to complete a
ic map for the state
of Cali

Two For One

a,” Banks said.

He said the

couldn't

get state funding
because of the
state
cuts. But private
funds filled the gap.
The McConnell

Foundation

Cafe Mochas
Humboldt Bay
Coffee Company
Offer Expires 10/31/93

awarded the DFG’s sampling
a

nt of $119,000;

Emmett Burroughs, a wildlife
consultant, contributed $56,000.
Therestof
the funds were con-

tributed by the

Mountain

Elk Foundation and the Sacramento Safari, for a total of

$180,000.

ae

“This willssup

St.

rta three-year

¢

e@ On
Pureka

444 °3969

said.
The samples will be analyzed
at UC Davis Medical school.

Welcome back to lecture

balls, all-nighters,
brealass, and Kako

Get your flu vaccine

aKa
the
Open to Midnight, Sunday through Thursday, our
copy center provides everything you need to meet

Definately
get imunnized if you... *

steve achat

Niles

4g

copies on self-serve
copiers
("7pm to Midnight - Sunday though Thursday )

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT
10% Student Discount with student LD.
(Not valid with other offers, postage, shipping & Course Works packets )

flu gets yOu,

care over 60 years of age.
dotaeaverng Bert Rng, reo

anmnspeihen teat
in ctttnteeeinctiae
shave had your spleen removed.

It wouldn't hurt (that much) to get immunized if you...
care a student or teacher, because of contact with fairly large numbers of people
who may transmit infection.
care a health care worker &/or a student who may be repeatedly exposed to

infection,
and who may infect their
°wamt to avoid coming dows with the flu!

‘Tuesday. October

the copy center
Open Early, Open Late, Open 7 Days
1618
G St, ARCATA 822-8712

Hand

Wednesday,

19th. 2-4:30

October 20th, 9-12

_

NOdNOO

investigations go
high-tech to protect

“There are only 291 Fish and
Game wardens for the whole
state of California; they rneed all
the tools they can get,” Banks
said.
Banks said the first step in the
the DFG will sample
the deer herds to establish background DNA samples.
DNA samples are also used in
cases that involve humans.
“About five or six years ago it

COUPON

@ “Blood and guts’
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Returning to the

squeezebox after 35 years,
Joseph Byrd adds a few
Disney tunes and smiles
ba

to the Plaza.
the first bands that combined
“performance art, electronic
sound, and rock.” His band,

By Michelle
Ven Aaist
Amid the blackberry honey,

United States of America, made

zucchini squash and fresh-cut

two albums
Records.
“When we

flowers at Farmers’
Market you

with

Colombia

—

would dress up as Jaj

‘diers
or priests,”

‘commercial jingles such as"
Pontiac's
“We Build Excitement.”
After25 years in Los Angeles,
Byrd and his wife Beni came to
Humboldt County because the
music business “just wasn’t fun
anymore.”

Byrd lived in HumboldtCounty

for two years before he decided

a e
Thisway?mabletot

to take ‘otha alagrdinn saga.

“It’s not like

Sasha ts rea

topeople

bicycle.
again,”

while playing.”

Now 57, Byrd has been play

the accordion on and off for

years. To keep his mind off a

; Joseph

broken heart, Byrd’s mother in-

troduced
him to the accordion at
age 12.
“It was my first love affair. She
was 14 and I was not mature ©

‘§

eas for had Byrd said. “Af-

ong” from “Aleddin.”
“It’s been a wonderful chance lender of the Jewish We is the
to meet the real characters
of | leader
Jewish ae

Byrd tries to keep his selection of
music we
up
date.
- Humboldt County,” Byrd said.
“When the song
is a woman | jazz elements and f
Heart’ became
iar [learned | “For example there
who. from the ‘30s and ‘40s.
itand no one ever asked for it.” who is a retired physician

The market pays Byrd a small
scoot tack to aagianela techy

ter about a month she

‘me and went on to older boys.”
sity of Arizona and stopped play-

>

ing the accordion
because it was

“very definitely not cool.”
Byrd went on ‘to receive his

Byrd entertaine admirers with “The Gypey

.

in

CRITE

ony Proslyrs

Ee

is $50, but that’s

sa

is in full

mio
en

tunes

_. “We're
a hot band and we play
used to play the trumpet. _
tien oe and a while she old-style music,” Byrd said. “It’s
comesdown
and brings her trum-

‘notarock group, al

pet and says ‘OK, can you play

ee

wedo

‘Camptown Races?’
and I say,
_ Theband,
which won firstplace
es
6 at the Battle of the Bands at the
Byrdislisted
in the
- Humboldt
County Fair last Auunder musidans as “/

pr

jx prog

functions.

Lie

Be ong
erie

ol eit
;

Byrd also plays at the Chapala —

Dec.

oa

12 at the
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Show, don't tell
aye
Theater group animates children’s literature
By Jennifer Dwinell
After years ofinspiring children
by bringing “literature to life,”

Chamber Readers will celebrate

its 19th anniversary today.
Chamber Readers perform narratives toan audience whileother
readers act out the dialogue and
plot.
Readers theater combines
read-

ing skills with acting skills to en-

tertain all grade levels.
Jean Wagner, a retired English
and speech professor at College
of the Redwoods and HSU,
founded the Chamber Readers
with Bonnie Mesinger, speech
communications professor, in
1975.
The group has been perform-

ing in Humboldt County since
its
“We are now a regular adjunct

part of the

artscurricu-

lum in the school,” Wagner said.

SomeoftheliteraturetheChamber Readers use for its programs
are classics, poetry, contemporary stories and scenes from
plays.
“We can create our own scripts,

. using our voices and bodies as
our only props,” Wagner said.

“We can go anywhere with four
stools and four scripts and we're
ready to go.”
This year Chamber Readers

consists of eight readers, several
directors and Wagner
as the general director. “Our readers are all experienced performersor
and
literary enthusiasts,” Wagner

said.

The readers are divided into

two groups.

Each group mustlearn thesame
reading list so they can interchange between groups when a
reader has a conflict with a performance.
Each group is given an age
bracket
to work with, either kin-

_dergartenth
thirdroug
or fourth
h
through high school.
The groups sometimes perform

atHSU.Mesingerinvitedthetwo

groupstoperformforhe
speech
r

classes in early December.
| Chamber Readers send out a
reading list every year to all the
schools in Humboldt County,
from one-room school houses to
HSU.

Chamber Readers’

of a rabbit hole:

ee

member Nancy Beall reads “Winnie the Pooh” while Gavin Lyall climbs out

Instructors receive the list of
readings with descriptions of
each story and pick out which
stories they would like thereaders to perform for their class.
Chamber Readers perform

about 130 times during theschool
year.
;
The group performs about
three mornings a week at different schools.
The group will be at Sunset

School in Arcata today.
Chamber Readers offer its audience seven choice
for stories,
s
induding “Tear-water Tea.” by
Arnold Lobel and “The Tale of a
One-Way Street” by Joan Aiken
ae

oe
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$1.25 Kamakazee
M-Sat. 8-11p.m.

College Night
in The

Bowl

Starts 5-7p.m.,
bow! ‘til 9p.m.

$5/person includes:
*bowling for 2 hours

eshoe rental
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Simple sounds shake airwaves from Boulder to Arcata
By David Link

now has 6,000 people on their mailing list

—TOMBERIACK STAFF

— people who want to be kept updated
on where the band will be playing its

A Colorado-based band that is quickly

—

approximately 200 shows per year.

gaining a loyal following throughout the

“Our tactic is the road for sure. We're

country is coming to Arcata.
Acoustic Junction, a band from Boulder,
will stop at the Jambalaya tomorrowas

not just going to sit around and wait for
someth
to happen.
ing
It would be niceto
be home a little more [but] it’s been fun,”

part of a 20-show tour which takes the Foehl stated in the article.
group through Colorado, Arizona, Cali-

AcousticJunction’s
first CD, “Loveltfor

fornia and Oregon.
The band started playing four yearsago

in Cambridge, Mass.,

othe

members

jocated

What It Is” was released in 1991, generatingmany positive reviews. Its second CD,

where some

are om,

“Surrounded By Change” was released

;

to Boulder

ceived more positive re-

Asa result, Acoustichune- re

ncert Preview | \icwsandhasoold
about

tion has a large

on the East Coast as

earlier this year and re-

Who: Acoustic Junction

1,500 copies
since May.

The group is Foehl,

as in Colorado.
Where: The Jambalaya
Yoshiyu
Aono ki
on lead
The group has a sound | When: Thursday at9p.m. | guitar and mandolin,

thatremindsmany people | Tickets: $3 covercharge

| Matt Coconisondrums,

" Curtis Thompsonon vo-

of Crosby, Stillsand Nash, .

but it is by no means just
an acoustic

cals and bass and Tim

band.

“The name kind of confuses people.

Roper
on vocals, keyboards, flute, har-

Acoustic Junction hits the road performing about ee
200 shows a yeer.

monica
and fiddle.

get our message in our songs. We're not = The fact that Acoustic Junction some-

Acoustic
just means sound, we're just go-

The group’s music relies on vocal har-

ing to have to inform the masses that

monies,acousticinstruments (sometimes

acousticjustmeanssound,we'rethesound
junction, a fusion of sounds shaking the

plugged in) and lyrics which speak of newspaper
for the University of Georgia. _led critics to call the group =a tibtand—
freedomand
stopping war and prejudice.
Acoustic Junction has played universi- _ a label the group doesn’t

air waves as we speak,” said Reed Foehl,

The band also has the ability to cut loose _ ties and nightclubs across the country,as

oon

and lets fans tape live
“We are very much aware that it is the

and jam.
“Wearedifferentinthatweusesomany

well as large venues like Red Rocks Am- ‘90s. We don’t consider ourselves a 60s
phitheaternear
Denver andGreat Woods _ band. It just seems that a lot of bands had

cate.

instruments that aren’t found in many

Ampitheater
near Boston. The group
has _ a lot of spirit to the music, really heartfelt

The group does seem to be shaking the
air waves. After four yearsof touring and

rock bands. We have the capability to get
out there and jam for 40 minutes but we

played with many bands, such
as The _ stuff, and somewhere
along it became
Band, Blues Traveler and Widespread
mechanizedand
synthetic. We'rejustlook-

ing to get the spirit back,” Foehl said.

a
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the releaseof two compact discs,theband

te

rhythm guitarist and vocalistin the band,
in an interview
with the Hartford Advo-

_reallyapsychedelicband,butwecanbe,” _ times plays long, Somes

Foehl told The Red and Black, a student

:
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Chowderhead
“Dea
One year
ago, a band was deter-

mined to play a type of music
that wasn’t a cliche and wasn’t
predictable.
That band is Chowderhead.
Chowderhead’s lead singer,
songwriter and rhythm guitar
player, Xeff (pronounced Jeff)

Scolari, and bass player Tom
Frank — the guy with two first
names—explained who they are
and what the future ‘holds for
their band.
“I was sick of hearing music
that was absolute crap, so I figured instead of complaining
about itzI could do so

about it by forming a band,”
Scolari said.
Chowderhead hasonly been together for a year, so the band is
still relatively new to the community.

“A lot of people know thename
Chowderhead, but-not the music,” Scolari said. “Most people
think we're a punk band, but
that’s because they’ve never
heard us. I don’t want to categorize our music, but a proper description would be ‘stoney.’”

Nota lot of people have heard
the band play live since there are
only a handful of places to play

in the Arcata and Eureka areas.
“There is a limit to the number

of people who can come to hear
us because most places are only
forages21 and over,”
Frank said.
“That eliminates certain people
from being able to come and listen to the music — people who
may enjoy our music,” he said.

“I think
le enjoy
our music because of our style,” Scolari
said. “We try to avoid clichesas
much as possible, we don’t repeat the chorus to hell and we
believe in and are serious about

22"¢ explores alternative

to alternative music

Ce

Concert Preview

our music. We may start off the

ne,”
Scolari said, “I at least
want to
Chowderhead’s influences
be ableto have music
be my job.
stem from the
elic muI want to be able to support my
sic of the late ‘60s and early ‘70s,
family through music. Anything
yet the music is unpredictable
else is a bonus.”
due toall of thedramatic
changes
Frank
is a music sophomore at
in the tunes.
_ College
of the Redwoods.
Inmid-October, Chowderhead
Scolari was a multiple subjects
will begin to record its first CD,
major but dropped out of HSU in
tentatively titled “Housesof the
1989 to pursue music and he
Stoney.”
“does not regret it one bit.”
“We want to send it (the CD)
The
other members
of
places that will take the band
Chowderhead
are
Kevin
one step further, whether that
McBride, the drummer, andlead
be touring, being signed or
guitarist Jeremy Cruz.
broadening
our fan base through
Alloftheband’smembers
have
sales,” Scolari said. “It’s been a
played in other bands and are
goal that I’ve set for myself. I basically self-taught musicians.
want to turn on MTV and see a
Scolari has been playing the
Chowderhead video come on
acoustic
guitar and writing songs
‘Beavis and Butthead’ and have
for six years.
them say, ‘Yeeees!! It’s about
Frank hasbeen playing the bass
Chowderhead members Kevin McBride, left, Tom Frank, Xeff
time they played something
for five years.
Scolari and Jeremy Cruz play on a train between rehearsals.
cool!”
“I want to at least have our
erful style to Chowderhead’s
music out on a high-quality forsound, be it McBride’s precision,
mat. We areall looking forward
Scolari’s harmonies and rhythto the CD,” Frank said.
mic pulse, Cruz’s “tasty” leads _ Scolari and Frank said the performing outsideof Humboldt
The CD will most likely be finor Frank’s melodic bass lines.
band’s strength is performing
County.
ished in the spring or summer. |
The members seem to be very
live.
“We hada gig in Redding afew
“We don’t want
to cut any corenthusiastic and serious about
“We have a good time play- _ weeks ago and it we had a good
ners,” Scolari said.
the music.
ing,” Scolari said. “We like to
response,” Frank said.
Scolari and Frank discussed
ex“We practice at least twice a mess with each otheras much as . Chowderhead
will perform live
actly how far they want to go
week and usually gig on the
possible.”
Nov. 13 on KHSU between 8and
with the band.
~ weekend,” Frank said.
Chowderhead recently started
10 p.m.
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Chomsky rivets viewers ___

Heavy load for average mind
his university office and intro-

If you want to see a movie to
help you escape the rigors of real

life in the everyday world, then

go see “The Fugitive” or some
other mainstream Hollywood

flick.
But if you are looking for a

compelling
and thought-provok-

ing picture, Noam Chomsky is

right
up your
Seove than

Cz

nam War, shows him at work in

By Jackson Garland

duces his views of the media,
which are followed up with more
detail in the second segment of
the film.

Flim: “Manufacturing
Consent”
Directors:
Mark Achbar and
Peter Wintonick

Chomsky is shown going
against college audiences,
politi-

cal officials and news analysts,
even holding his stance against

entirety of the almost nonexistent
focused solely on
the pentagon’s perspective. An

WilliamF. Buckley.
The first portion of this seg-

ment seemed fragmented and

oraniscnrs tnleeigt,

“Manufacturing Consent: Noam

and the Media” isa
brainful. It chronicles
the works

of Noam Chomsky,
a linguistics
at the Massachusetts

Instituteof T

and ar-

guably, “the most important
intellectual alive.”
_
Thedocumentary,directed
and
produced in Canadaby Mark

Achbar and Peter Wintonick, is
split in two sections which attempt to categorize Chomsky’s

estimated one million
Timor na-

long-winded in
but soon
acquires full) focus when
Chomsky presents a case study
about a policy of genocide for

tives died in the invasion.

Chomsky called it “probably

which the United States is re-

le.
In 1975, Indonesia invaded the
eastern part of the small island of
Timor, just off the north coast of

Australia. The island contained
one of the only native populations remaining
in the world that.

retained its
culture.
The United States aided Indo-

t control ina

country arms, knowing the

work. It gives an illustrated
history of his ba
, includ-

Chomsky attacksthe presscov-

Part one,

democratic society,” deals with - atrocities that were being comseveral aspects. of Chomsky’s mitted.
ing his protest against the Viet

hits the mark and hits it hard.In
it, Chomsky attacks the American press
on several levels. Mainstream
is criticized and

small, alternative
press is praised
for their different coverage of
events that affect and involve
Americans.

nesia by continuing to sell the

views.

the worst act of genocide since
the holocaust.”
The second
t of the film

erage given to the invasion in the

United States, stating that the

Overall,
the film provides both
a good introduction of Noam
Chomsky to those who are not
familiar with his works and also
an adequate expansion and interpretation
of his beliefs to those
who are familiar with him.

|

Name: Timaree McCormick
Major: Theater arts
Discipline:
Set design

Year:

Completing MFA

Show: Set designer for

:

“The Shannon Doyle incident,” opening Oct. 14.
e On part schools: “| graduated
from HSU with a BA
laa
oe
ee
yeors.°
What she did during those 15 years : “I was a set

director and prop master for films and television.” She

worked
on “Flatliners,” “Soapdish.”
and “Promise
Land.”
sai Gtattdy Gide
-uovmcamuarate
such a high style of living ... you never know when you
can make your next payments, so | decided
| would
go back and teach.”
eWhy she returned fo HSU: “! still have dear friends
here. | could
buy a house. I thought It could be so
easy, | would just whiz through in three years...”
e On getting ideas: “I've always thought
of it like

photography,
where It’s out of focus in my head and
you just keep playing around with it and it suddenly
comes
into focus.”
e Career achievement:
“I was the first woman prop
master, legitimate, on a feature film that got credit for

it that | know of...”
e Set design preference: “| can’t stand children
and |
can’t stand children’s
theater, but I’m actually beginning to appreciate tt. It’s where the opportunities

are.”

Her next set design is “Charlotte’s Web.”
— Reported
by Brenda Bishop
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Bluegrass blends with jazz in Psychograss
By David Link
What is Psychograss? It’s not a
new kind of marijuan
nor a,
is it a

crazy plant. It’s a newly formed,

four-person improvisational
bluegrass band playing at the
Kate Buchanan Room Friday.
Psychograss is Darol Anger,

Mike Marshall, Joe Craven and

Todd Phillips, who all have extensive backgroundsin bluegrass
music. They have all played with
mandolin
maestro
David
Grisman, who is considered by
most bluegrass musicians and
fans as the best in his field.

race

outol
Rete)

Eten

the
Tea

aS oe

Who: Psychograss.

Where: Kate Buchanan
Room
When: Friday at 8 p.m.

Tickets: $12 general, $8
students
Avaliable: New Outdoor
Store, University Ticket
Office

dolin Quartet.
Percussionist Joe Craven is the

only memberof Psychograss still
playing with the David Grisman
Quintet as well as heading two

the band for it’s infrequent live

other bands, Way Out West and

appearances.

Craven has also recorded two
albums with the Jerry GarciaDavid Grisman band and joins

an album of the same name and
is in the middle of a West Coast

Mumbo Gumbo.

Psychograss has just released
tour.
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Vour

also a study of classical and jazz
music. There is a high level of
reactivity, a lot of intense interaction and a lot of fun,” said
Grisman Quintet, in which AnAnger in a press release.
ger was a member for 10 years,
Todd Phillips was also one of
playing improvisational violin.
the original members of the
He left the group and joined the
David Grisman Quintet, adding
acoustic group Montreux, which
a jazzy flavor to the band with
also featured Mike Marshall on
his acoustic bass. Phillips also
fiddle and mandolin.
played with the acoustic
Angers’ latest group is the
Montreux band.
Turtle Island String Quartet. . Mandolin and fiddle player
Anger has made six albums with
Mike Marshall came from

Concert Preview

Frozen Yogurt
(With

Coupon)

Redwood

Yo

1573 G Street ¢ 826-7677
Arcata
Northtown
( over

the

footbridge

)

Good Thri 10-20-93 ne Coupon Per Customer Please

THURS

DAROL ANGER / MIKE MARSHALL, PSYCHOGRASS
/ $8 HSU Students

Kate Buchanan Room

FRI

OCT

22

DAISY

rHIS

28

Specializing
In:
* POLITICS
*EXTENSIVE CHILDREN'S
SELECTION
° OVER 300 PERIODICALS
Ce aU
tae
ISTH
St @

822-2834

7PM

SPONSORED BY SUMMERARTS

DAVID
DANCE

New acoustic music featuring members of the David Grisman Quartet,
Montreaux, and Turtle Island String Quartet.
$12 General

OCT

oko

PARSONS
COMPANY

One of the hottest tickets in
contemporary American dance.

FRIDAY!!!

$15 General / $12 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre

8PM

BACCA

AN EVENING OF JAZZ WITH

RENOWNED SWISS PIANIST.
Program to include works of Liszt, Paderewsky, Buhler and
Rousseau.

JOSH REDMAN / PAT METHENY
$20 General

$i0 All Tickets

/ $15 HSU Students

Van Duzer Theatre

Fulkerson Recital Hall

EMMYLOU HARRIS

METHENY

to

and folk music background. It’s

the late ‘70s and joined the
Grisman Quintet in 1978,
Anger was in the band at
the time and he and Marshall
have had a musical partnership ever since. Marshall’s latest project is the Modern Man-

I

§ THE NASH RAMBLERS
$20 General
$15 HSU Students
Van Duzer Theatre

Est peeee

?

WS BALLET FLORIDA
IN "ROMEO AND JULIET"

W6 INKA INKA
th DAVID LINDLEY

The Works, Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
University Ticket Office, HSU

INFO CALL

826-3928

TTT

Want

bluegrass, American string band

re

LTT

| disdustinels

“Psychograss comes from a

Florida to Northern California in

XIII ILL

roe

the group.

PAT

ay

Darol Anger’s start as an eclecticmusician began in high school
where he played classical violin
with the high school orchestra.
He started studying jazz and
bluegrass in Santa Cruz, where
he also met Grisman.
They formed the David

PORTS
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Humphreys to start against Azusa Pacific
quarterback the nod this weekend in an
attempt to jump start the Lumberjacks’

struggling offense.
since he is a freshman.
“I have gradually been

By Ryan Dunne
Freshman Larry
has continueddhs
his marc tote
top of the
re
eee the starter ‘e
Satur

-

S

pA

| Humphreys
Hump
said. Topefull

can open up the field ca oe

Azusa

rin

Bowl.

Lumberjacks
have

hit a

three game
boca skid,graders pad
toughest opponents
of the year in a row.
Last

dng mae Playing tne andym

week

the ‘Jacks were

outplayed by UC Davis 45-9.
‘Jacks need a win this

week to get on track for conference play which starts the following week. Moreimportantly,
the team needs to start scoring
touchdowns.
The Lumberjacks will shake
Hams
See offense by starting
ysas quarterback.
He Scant the season as the
third-string
and has
improved enough
to make Head

_ Coach Fred Whitmire give him

the nod.
“Larry
.has.improved
throughout the weeks and he’s
worked really hard,” Whitmire
said. “He showed progress
against UC Davisand I think he
deserves a start.”
Humphreys is excited about

his chance to start, especially

Senior defensive tackle Mike
Rigby thinks Humphreys adds
a spark to the offense.
“He is a good leader out on
the field,” Rigby said. “Heseems
to really pick up the team when
he’s out there.”
oi the kind of player I
am. I
to get everyone into
the game,” ecpeus said.
Luckily for Humphreys and
the Lum
, the Azusa Pacific Cougars are a definite step
down from the Lumberjacks’
last three opponents.
The Cougars are 1-3and com= in the NAIA which is one
evel below Division II.
Last year the ‘Jacks defeated
the Cougars 24-7 at Azusa, raising their head-to-head record to

JONATHAN CHOWN/THE LUMBERJACK

Offensive line coach Scott Ricardo instucts his players. The line will have an easier time
protecting first-time starting quarterback Larry Humphreys against the Cougars Saturday.

273 yardsand
three touchdowns
while rushing for 79 yards and
another touchdown.
One of Manu’s main targets is
senior wide receiver lan McBay
who also doubles as a kickoff
returner.

Junior running back Bill
Zernickow leads the team in
rushing with 284 yards.
Whitmire said the Cougars
are
moge of a oe team, which
playsinto
the hands of the Jacks.

The Lumberjacks lead the NCAC
in rushing defense with 109
yards per game.
“There will be no real change
on defense,” Whitmire said.“We

Azusa
back junior
Jack Manu isa weapon whether
he is passing or running.
Lastweek, duringa
loss
to CSU Hayward, he threw for

a
eee
but we'll still have to execute.”
The Cougars’ offensive and
defensive linesare much smaller
than the Lumberjacks have seen
the last three weeks.
Assistant
coach Lamonte Love
admits Azusa Pacific is a nice
change of pace for the ‘Jacks, but
he insists the Cougars cannot be
taken lightly.
“For them, we are a big
school,” Love said. “I’m sure
they'll be pumped up and ready
to play. They won’t come all the
way up here to give us the
game.”

Scoring has been a major prob-

lem this season
for HSU, whose

11.6
points
game aver
sentinel fn the NCAC. "
That average should increase
this weekend as the team faces
an Azusa Pacific defense that

gave up 666 total yards last week
to CSU Hayward.
“We're glad we will be playing

teams

of our

caliber,”

Whitmire said.
“We learned a lot in those

three games, so hopefully we
can use what we learned. We

definitely need to score some
touchdowns,” he said.

See Humphreys,page 33

Cross country team has Merritt
@ A transfer student finds HSU to

be the perfect place to pursue her
childhood dream of running.
Oy Suen

hills.”

As far as her

Baw

Like many children, HSU junior Karin Merritt got a
anes Seen ne ay ae
os
ce eaatbeceena I used to
neighborhood,” Merritt
aes ait a te
dem ani
si.“ was grat because MhTd ee ee
decided that w
grew up I was going to run.”
is still running,
These days the 22-year: -old Merritt
now asa member of SU's cross country team,
with her the competitives skh de hakas a ciiie
my dad used to run quite
I was really
a bit, and that and just being in the playground (influ— me)," Merritt said. “I’m pretty competitive I
= Merit sid
a ches

kine
education major, transferred to
about a year off from college.
She
Spe lade previously attended
ate
Butte College
and before
that
Community C
in
on.

Born Dec. 1, 1970, in Kotzebue, Ala., she lived
most of
her life in Estacada, Ore., which she said is “kind of a
small logging town.”

Merritt said she decided to come to HSU after she
visited the
with a friend who was being re-

is concerned, Merritt said that

the year she took off slowed her down a little, but
training over the summer has helped.
continued running; I’ve got this
“This summer I
in shape and running every day,”
base of just stayi
running for almost a full year
Merritt said. “I’ve
‘ now, with maybe two or three weeks off total. The way
look at it is that I can’t take a break; I just have to keep

"Soach
Ba ve
gram has made

Wells said that Merritt's training proher better than before.
“She’s taken cross country to a whole new level from
where she was,” Wells said. “She worked really hard
over the summer
and it’s really paying off for her. She
was t
last
and she’s to
now, mentall
and physically. um
—
j
Wells added that in cross country it’s really easy for
runners to fitinto a kind of “
order” where they
assume they can ont beat competitors they’ve beaten

eae heae
eat

one do het.

ootning people ate lett

ells said. “Wt’shard te

at year
—

Out of that kind of thing.

It takes a lot of confidence
to do that.”

Merritt said that her goals for this season are to break

ey

18 minutes in a race and to just be happy with every

t’s a great place to run, and it’s beautiful,” Merritt
said.
“I think it’s the
to train.”

“I also want the team to make it to nationals,” she

caren

TANIA ELLIOTT/THE LUMBERJACK
Karin Merritt finished 7th at the Willamette invite.

like. Merritt said the atmosphere and the people in the
town are great, and the weather is almost perfect.
“And the hills are great,” she said. “I think we're a
really tough team because we can’t get away from the

Ey, tee sone

cometey

ae

ee

In fact, there’s not much about Arcata she doesn’t

See Merritt,
page 34
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Sonoma State 0

OF

BEERS.

Saturday’s games:

Sonoma State lost to Cal Poly SLO 53-13
Hayward detested Azusa Pacific 45-36

Both Hayward and Sonoma are idle.

HSU leat to UC Davis 46-8
HSU hosts Azusa Pacific, 7 p.m.
. 8.F. State defeated British Columbia 32-20 —_S.F. State af Cal Poly SLO, 7 p.m.
Chico State lost to St. Mary's 27-15
Chico State hosts UC Davis, 7 p.m.

Budweiser
KING

176

Last week’s

:

NCAC

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL UNDEFEATED
INTRAMURAL
TEAMS!!!
“A” Soccer: Salty Milk; THI Humboldt
“‘B” Soccer: Rain Gear; Weidemann;
Team 8; Team 10; Straight

“BB” Soccer: Trainwreckers; Cameroon
“‘A” Volleyball: Combinations; Liners;

Echinodermata; Free Agents

men’s

NotreDeme_

Last week's games:

“‘B” Basketball: Lazzar; Scott Tracht;

Gym Rats

““C” Basketball: Rotted Trees; The Fog;
Dawgs
Sun. Softball: Weidemanns; Lumpsters;
LGA
Mon. Softball: Schtumpy; Kurkels

oj

5

0

O

2

14

Overall
WL
9
0
441
§
3
4
4
3
6
4
4
17

2
1
1
1
0

PF PA
202
6
12
11 10
15 16
«+411 20
12 14
§
15

3.6

1

19 18

T
0

HSU beat College of Notre Deme twice, 2-0 and 3-2
Chico State defeated Hayward 1-0, lost to Stanisiaus 2-1
UC Davis defeated College of Notre Dame 3-0,lost to Sonoma State 2-0

San Francisco State lost to Sonoma 3-0, defeated Hayward State 1-0

Stanislaus defeated Colorado School of Mines 3-0

Saturday’s games:
HSU at Sen Francisco State, 2 p.m.
Sonoma
State hosts
College of Notre Dame hosts Chico State

Stanislaus hosts UC Davis

NCAC

volleyball

UC Davis
Chico State
Sonoma State
HSU
S.F. State

Haywards State
Stanislaus
Last week's games:

Sunday's game:
HSU at San Francisco
State, noon.

.

a.

standings

Conference
w
tL ie. Pet
3
0
1,000
2
0
1,000
2
1
£667
2
2
500

Overall
wie.
8
1
14
#7
8
4
4
18

Pet.
889
.667
.667
201
.412

1

1

.500

0
0

7

3 = .000
3.000

10

4
3

16
.200
10.231

The HSU women’svolleyball
team is 2-2 in NCAC conference

HSU defeated Hayward State 3-0, lost to Sonoma State 3-0

UC Dalvs defeated Sonoma 3-1, defeated Haywani State 3-0
Chico State defeated W. Texas A&M 3-0, beat S.F. State 3-1, beat Seattle Pacific 3-1
Stanislaus lost to Fresno Pacific 3-0, fost to Sonoma State 3-0

S.F.State beat Seattle Pacilic 3-0, beat W. Texas State 3-2, lost to Portland State 3-0
HSU games
this weelc
Friday: at Southern Oregon State College, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday: hosts San Francisco State, 7:30 p.m.

lady spikers knocked off
Cal State Hayward 3-0 Friday
before dropping a match by the
same score to Sonoma State on

Saturday.

Humboldt ranks 4th in the
conference rie blocks with
an av

Redwood Ride
Redwood Sports Velo Productions
will sponsor Tall Trees
and Trails this weekend in
The two-day mountain biking event will take place in both
Redwood National Park and
Prairie Creek State Park. Both
trails will take cyclists through
old growth Redwood trails.
Redwood National Park will

open registration at noon Saturday for a 24 mile ride that
starts at the trail entrance to
Lost Man Creek. The event is
part of the park’s 25th anniversary celebration.

The fun continues Sunday

with a 20 mile
in the parking
Creek State
miles north of

Thurs. Softball: Foul Play; Bases Loaded

DROP-IN
RECREATION

Volleyball - TTh 7-9p.m. Sun. 2-5p.m.
Basketball - Mon. & Wed. 7-9p.m.
Sun. 11-1:45p.m.
Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.

Softball - Sat. 3-6 p.m. (with reservation)

Racquetball - Wed-Fri 5-10p.m.

1993 Intramural Volleyball Fall
Doubles Classic: Sat, Sun. Oct 23, 24

Brackets: Men’s, Women’s, Jr’s &

Reverse Coed. $20 per team; $14 Jr.

Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!!

Non-Students - $1.00. Located at the HSU.

Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.
7-8pm; Sat. Llam-Noon; Sun 6-7pm

1563 G Street * Northtown Arcata « 826-0851
Also available at:

Northern Mountain Supply ¢ 125 W. 5th St., Eureka ¢ 445-17
11
Adventures Edge © 650 10th St., Arcata ¢ 822-4673
Adventures Edge ¢ 408 F St., Eureka © 445-3035
Gore-Tex and Gusrantesd To Kenp You Dry are trademarks of WL. Gore & Associates,
tnc.

game.

per game.

Wed. Softball: Blazers; Mission Impossible

For more info: Contact Ed Flitcraft
(826-6011) in the Intramural Office.

1.

The ‘Jacks are od in’ kills with
7.49
, Sth in assists at
6.89 Pid sth in digs with 11.13

Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s; Tomato Heads;
Twisted Sister

2!)

=

Pe lady ot

standings

Conlerance
Ww
kL
T Pts. GF GA
Sonoma State
4
00
8
12
1
S.F. State
3
10
63
83
HSU
3
1067
4
UC Davis
2
10
4
6
2
Chico State
2
83
0
4
383
8
Stanislaus
1
202
3
6
Hayward State = 1
$60026€626C(l638tté“SS

““B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats; Houp-T;
Blood Suckas

soccer

Spikers split

ride that begins
area
of Prairie
Park, about five
Orick.

The Lumberjack

Defense keeps

soccer near top

ByDwiRabdou

If the best offense is a good

ascored ony 1 goals”

|

5

|

When

Exley said he ex-

eaeeteecmere:

ccdaiioae
pang th
“I am

steno

thrilled with

Scott Martinand Josh Bradleyas

tars ick anya

easier if the team can capitalize

past goalies.

the first six games

“It pushes you to become bet-

ter because you know you have

. lot
ot of expectations to live up

ee

the fact
hao prociuved she
all-conference goal keepers in

knows we would like to get

“Shen
eight seasons.

second place.

ing any of our freshmen
ee
gibility.”

histeammatescredit

—_ Exleysaid theteammustwin

suber eanmasiunta
if they are to compete for the
“The defense
has played re- conference title with Sonoma
an I don’t
ae that much
State. The Cossacks
(4-0-0 incon-

Irion, a transfer from Stockton, said he feels pressure to

Eno
they keep the
sat of tha bon,* he said

ference, 9-0-0 overall)
have allowed two goals in nine games.

been
be

HENDERSON
CENTER

BICYCLES
“The Bicycle People”
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this season has
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on purchases of accessories or repairs

dan said. “He’s made some key
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Jason Irion. In his first year asa

10% DISCOUNT
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team has little reason to worry.
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defense, then the HSU soccer
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senior

Raul DeLaFlor
who
ae
De

Hlorhas sored i 120

attempts,

including
a 49-

kick last weekend.
He needs just three field

goals
to break the school record

and eight more to break the conference record. He also leads

er

Whitmire said.

Other NCAC ne
freshman
McGee oe aan free aoe

James Holland, who lead in
rushing yardeand interceptions
oun

8

game

fechciien

cards
& tapes

Baskets
eEssential olls & Perfumes
eGift ideas
@

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296

“Having Raul is a great asset
because he gives us a chance to
score
time we penetrate
into our opponent's territory,”

eae

eBooks,

nst

Thess

Redwood Bowl and can be
heard on KRED, 1480 AM.

(between 10th &1 1th)
Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5.

STUDENT SPECIAL

¢
Admission
© on 5¢
Friday evenings / 50% off regular
$3 iaieion with a student I.D.

Live Horse

Racing

via satellite at

Redwood Acres 8 wenn
e Large multi-screen

Cameras » Supplies
Photo Finishing

FrWlabine eadarens

Photography by Philip Dresser
Saturday
9:30 am to Spm

at the

tasi

iidiepeling room

= Sapa

Wedding, Portrait & Commercial
Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm

just

First

F30p.m.

at 12:4!

Sat. 10:30a.m. Free

Oe Serve

m. Thurs.-Mon.;
evenings

ing classes

For more info call 445°3037 or 445°1756

ORM

WITH CHIPS &
SOFT DRINK
ONLY $1.99

The Lumberjack

Merritt

Distance runners honored

© Continued from page 31
said. “Ibelieve thegirlscando

Denise Walker and Martin
Smith both earned cross coun-

it if we all work really hard.”

try athlete of the week honors
by lea
their teams at last

in

week's W:
Invitational.
Walker ran 5 kilometers in a
season best of 17:35.14 and
laced second overall to lead

is

aca weekend the —
to Mills Co
okie

e JACKETS »POSTERS

“SWEATSHIRTS: » HATS

822-6

ORY
IMAGES

MVC
a

Call toll free 800-42

HIGH QUALITY IN-HOUSE ARTIST

but Merritt and

teammate Denise Walker
won’t be going with them.
“Coach asked Denise and
me to stay here and take a
break this weekend - we're in

shape already,” Merritt said.

“Right now each meet is
important but I don’t need to
to every meet.”
| Meitsidthetimeot wi
gettin,

prevent

too tired of racing and that
Coach co

knows =

portance of sa

ners from hema
“He’s giving me a

im-

runlittle

break so I can be prepared for

conference and regionals and

nationals,” she said.

to victory over a 12 team
field.
Smith
10th overall with
atime o bipteechawboehd.
He

started out

himse

with olympic stdaplechene runner Danny Lopez. Al
reality caught up with Smith,
the
majority
of the oppositioncould
not.

“Martin is not an olympian
and was defini
overtel
hishead
y
but he h
on really well,”
Coach Dave
Wells said.
The men placed second, finishing just seven points behind
the University of Oregon.

This weekend the men stay

home while the women com-

pete in the Mills College Invitational Saturd
The women
ay.
will
be without their top runners,

Karen Merritt
Walker.

and

Denise

“They're in fantastic shape

and they don’t need the development that comes with another
race,” Wells eee others

are racing themselves into sha

and we aes to see how
d to the challenge.”

ellsis very happy with both
teams’ progress
season.
Wells said the team is really

sifie
d
from
from
food
food potso
poisoning
ning
last Friday but ran anyway finishi
31st ng
overall.

“It’s
to know that a
person is really feeling crummy

and still goes out and performs,”
Wells said.

=
Solutions has several healthy choices of
WATER FILTERS for removal of
chlorine, lead, pesticides, heavy metals,
toxic solvents, giardia, and other

contaminants, starting @ $99,
Rate:
$5

aN

“The Green Store”

Arcata ¢ Across from the Co

Sidelines Sports Bar
PP

on the plaza,
Arcata

=
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-

Th 5-8 pm

Friday 4-8 pm
Bud & Henry's

Anchor

Steam

Oe

¢

$1.25

oon.

fiip

ae

$2.25

itce, h
$5.50

Kamakazi

Peppermint Schnapps

$1.25 a Shot!

Thursday Night Specials §
fj

TREK 830- Engineered
to
explore your limits - $439
.98

LIF
E
CY
CL
E.
1593 GST. - ARCA

iy

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

TA - 822-7755

classes

Co-ed

Knitting

10/7

Hiking Socks

10,9

Bea.

;

Int

IN/O

Knitting

Bond

Workshop

10/16
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radi should go to schools, not presidents
At a time when the CSU Board of
Trustees and, to a greater extent, the
government are talking sacrifice, the
only people seemingly held accountable
for these sacrifices are the students.
. The trustees approved an increase to
CSU presidents’ salaries to match those
of comparable institutions. This could
mean that their salaries could be increased by more.than $20,000 per year.
The Lumberjack does not oppose a
modest raise for the CSU presidents, but
$20,000 is not a raise — it’s a starting
salary.
True, the prestige that comes with
being a university president is no longer

enough to attract the most qualified
candidates.
But when students continue to pay
more fees for fewer courses, a decision
needs to be made — should more money
go to the CSU system or to its presidents?
Ever-sensitive to public opinion and
the conditions facing the CSU system,
the trustees managed not only to approve lavish pay increases for the presidents but also had the gall to propose yet
another fee increase.
At a time when more students than

increases and fee hikes only undermines
what little confidence is left in the system.

The trustees could have done the

system some good by taking the bulk of
funds for presidents’ raises and instead
using it to replace desperately needed _
faculty and staff. Granted, themoney

would have only replaced a handful of
positions, but it would have been a start.
When the trustees meet in November
to determine the specific size of the CSU

presidents’ raise, The Lumberjack demands they consider the overall financial condition
of the CSU system
and the
continuing needs of students.

ever are leaving the state to pursue their
education elsewhere, news of the pay
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Canada vs. United States

Tall tale of pork rinds and health care

By Harry Kassakhien

7

friend that

“oe
“But

hare,y idea.
's other factors to

dameudicen
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to

peopl sbunen

| aieviarigrdoctors
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a lot of people work full- therapy and
With
Canada because of gun
timeandpaytheirtaxesbutcan't _ the rising
cost of health care, the
control, about his country’s _ afford health care.
poor can get a guy ina maskto

would that be, to know that if orders during the Middle Ages.
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rich can get CATSCANs and

worked at Jack in the Box that

Canadian,"It’s the free-market

wolves

health care
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opposed to universal public
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health care.
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He claimed that people in
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to fill out

mtbureaucrats

auael you from megaphones

you want the tax

to
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could be bred so the rich can buy
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“If the Canadian

everyone could

oppressive, then what do
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record what you bought at the
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of zany socialism,
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they still make damned good
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ou'll
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way.
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purposef
prolongully
illnessessoas

Dave Swen

tion
what

, then you'll know
om wasall about. But

grimage
to Yorba Linda.

— Kassakhian is a journalism senior

‘
has written shocking articles during these last three years

I have gone to aan oe ape series of

tial portion of your readership?
—_ Last week a letter was sent to The
Lumberjack, signed

an

on police misconduct finally

reporters who slant articles to fit their
descriptions of the myriad of police brutality

cases were so misconstrued, I have to
the
ties of your
investigative talents. Students at HSU endure endless tirades of antiestablishment journalism

by 12 residents,

and it’s time to say, “Enough.”

el Binder . “ad eee
a
i ae
ee
mule,
junior, psychology _ activities
atantly a
”

These last three school years I have worked for the Sheriff Department as
a pempvene officer I know the officers in all of the departments that serve in
umboldt County and I am proud to serve my community as they do. Your

— male nodyeraen pseveral | Slanted views don’t even try to get the officers’ sides, but use official state-

Beware the UPD

hundred residents, be it by the LGAs

As
by the Academic Senate, I would like to voice a concern with

blowing horns or the LGAs that went
through
the hallsns onthedoors

ordinary procedure.

the LGAsstatingtheyhadmadean“over- | overcrowding of the jail or the und

the University Police Department.
of residents
reid
at 8:00 a.m. on a Saturday
I feel that
are students who will mo.
be interested in the tactics it claims to be _ Five days later a letter was issued by
On Sept. 7, I was

Officer Pablo Jimenez for not

by UPD

complete stop at a stop sign on m

a

cycle.
He then
aeons
licenseand
through thenational
crime investigation compute
via rthe
Arcata Police
t. [have a hard

time accepti
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—

phon

y were theseeventsnotgivenmen-

fe
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nae

came to this school in need of improv-

og RES a 8 vena @ saaiety. Toe

ae

afk eueginrtaeeine

peepernnns On

ag

You
only show the “victim's” side. Of course it would seem there is abuse.
Noone would admit they were combative to an officer.

Our police professionals are overworked, underpaid and expected to be
holier than heaven. You seem concerned with abuses of police but why don’t
you report on attacks on officers, or on officers on medical leave? How about

problems?

Every “victim” you wrote about claimed they didn’t do an

| warrant “being attacked.” In my three years with the

to

t, [have

never seen an officer beat on someone. I joke all people in jail are innocent.

taleenans io eat
t if it’s negative, | They blame their crimes on their spouse, on society, on anyone but themit’s not
Sarmpaiyby means ofchaging bray.
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wae
29th issue you found
pathy by means of
brutality.
print another
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inate see
le come into j drank a on soage and naling 0 Sah.
tion but not this, Whose interest
of doing searches
that
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justificationto is The Lumberjack writing for?

run warrant checks on students. I feel
y that this is an issue of our civil
ts as students here at HSU.
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Ihave the right to protect myself. I have had

Andrew
I. Jones | to use force to subdue them. But we use the right amount to control the
junior, journalism | situ
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stinky cars, p
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people claim the

they suffered were induced by the officers.

I am notsaying all officers are innocent of all misconduct. The problem is
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here to serve the students, not —_ Here’s the scene: I’mridi
ng | out there and needs to be addressed. However, your article tries to make a
hinder their educat
progress.
Thatis school, h
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ional
Somebody | case of
t brutality. Your artic
were so les
slanderous to some officers,

why I am attending school here, foredu-
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financial problems are separate
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expenses
in the CSU system Iw
ve
been able to take care of a $500 traffic
violation in Garberville.
It is not the right
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them from

ruining your college career and taking
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drives by, pedal to the metal, and I’m
consumed by a cloud of toxic exhaust,
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tas eieeniadtt start a day.
This is a plea from somebody sick and

tired of.

exhaust
from cars that

are obviously out of tune and really stink!
Please seek other forms of transportation

or repair
your car. I know that it might be
spent
eent hie, , take the bus or
Car.
have some consideratjon for
other people. Remember, we all share

the same air.
Ken Borkoski
senior, environmental resources
engineering

_
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The words

that there’s noGod and that the — more than one gallon of cheese-_ vative Canadian friend, “If it _ said
my friend.
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“But what

said the

to help people?
The first hospita
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oe

Cnadlan governments forma

eat beef, pork and
They kill themselves,

shake a rattle at
S bio, and the

me
roadie that tn
crease malpractice suits?

they should be

to an attorney. As journalists, you have an obligation

to show both sides of the issue, not muckrake for the sake of sensationalism.

Your interviews
of the “victims” were taken as fact without checking their
accuracy. One of your examples never informed of a
reason why
the police reaction to him might have been caused by an earlier incident
involving his

incident to me co

of a shotgun
at an officer. His

idiot
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of his bragging that he could have “wasted that

siliiehane nnnsetetanahie on your attem
Pe
ears ont ot
the concept
of law and order. Your cartoon d
a wolf
as an
ee oe
ere ee eee ores
irresponsible. These
you a
are out there
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against great odds. The police officers you're criticizing could be the =
thing that stands between you and our real enemy: the criminal. Try to
remember that the next time you choose to berate them.

molehills works

_ Swenk is a forestry senior.
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SEMVICES
COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects. Affordable, flexible,
reliable.
We write custom
“dBase” programs for your
special school and business
needs, without buying software.
826-2968- Sway.
128
HENDERSON
STREET
WORD PROCESSING, for all
yourtyping needs. Phone (707)
443-6128.
1027
COMPUTER TUTORING FOR
THE MACINTOSH, including
word-processing,
spreadsheets,
graphics

programs.

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DisEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 120

FIREWALK! Forcenturies
considered by many peoples
throughout the world to be a
ritual of initiation and healing,
this dynamic eventis now available to you! 677-3090.

MULTI PURE WATER FILTER
SYSTEMS AT DISTRIBUTOR

FOR RENT

INSTANT SPEED WRITING,
learn to use in less than 1 hour!
Refund if not satisfied, send
$10to
Ron Yatt, 2128 Goldbrier

GREAT ROOMS FOR RENT
starting Jan 1. 5 min walk to
school, big clean house , yard,
hardwood floors. Find your
new room now and relax. Call
822-2006.
10/2

BIG WHITE DOG found on
Sunset Ave. Sept. 27. Lab/
hound mix (?) Loose-skin faced
male. Call 442-1782 (Humane
Society):

WANTED
LODGING IN EXCHANGE
FOR PROPERTY
CARETAKER OR HOUSESITTING
POSITION. Prefer Arcata/Eureka area. Excellent local ref-

Leave message for

Karen at 822-8464.

PROPANE SPACE HEATER,
small, for use in travel trailer.
Must be in good, safe working
condition. Call 82§-2624, leave
message.

RAISE
$1,000

UP
TO
IN JUST
WEEK!

For

your fraternity, sorority &

club.
Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a FREE TSHIRT just for calling. 1800-932-0528, ext. 75.

BAHAMAS CRUISE! Outrageous student discount for Big
New Year's Bash! Call for details: 305-233-6490. Spaces
are going fast! Creative Adventures.
NEW! YOU’LL LAUGH YOUR
HEAD OFF. Funniest magazine around. No mainstream
Stuff. 37 funny cartoonists &
cool writers. Sample $3. Year

$29.

(80239MLH),

RELATIONSHIP
WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN WHO
LOVE MEN. Fee, $15. Sat.,

Classifieds

safer, cleaner, moreconvenient
than bottled water.
Rentals

serve up...

CAMPER SHELL, FITS 1983
TOYOTA LONGBED, maybe
others. Needs some work.
$125. 826-2624.

PRICED TO SELL COMPUTER IBM CLONE, complete system including printer,
loads of software, keyboard,
monitor all set up, ready to use,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

$500. Call 839-1002 evenings.

PERSONALS
THIS SPACE AVAILABLE for
your message!

CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS
OPEN HOUSE AT Y.E.S.
THURSDAY!
Come check
out the house, learn about our
12

volunteer programs,

and

sample “The Food That We
Grew Up With.” 4-6 p.m.,
House 91, near the Health
Center and the footpath to L.K.
We.

RALEIGH TECHNIUM 20”
MTN BIKE, aluminum frame.
Shamano Deore components.
Bike rack, light, pump, $325.
Andrew, 826-2849.

...everything
you could
possibly
want!

2 BED 1 BATH MOBILE near
HSU, $12,000. 444-2351.
PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE
with one of the most reliable
anti-theft devices on teh mar-

ket for only $150 plus installation. Call Kurt at 839-4414.

i

Classified Mutant, P.O.

WHAT TO DO THIS WEEKEND? GET OUT! Center Activities is offering, for Oct. 8Mtns.

Lumberjack

COST. New, guaranteed, 12
mo. 0% financing. Cheaper,

TN.,38134.

Box 388003, Chicago II. 60638.

10, Marble

Memphis,

Call 677-3090 for more info.

I'M LOOKING FOR 1 OR 2
BACKPACKING PARTNERS
for a trip over this winter break
to walk cross-country from
Badwater, Death Valley, to
Bishop, California in approx.
20 days. For more details, call
Brian at 826-0632 after 5:30.

..

available. Jay, 822-9268 1013

Oct. 16, 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

THRILLS

10/27

FOUND

ONE

FOR SALE

$10/hr. Call Evan

at 822-1860.

erences.

OPPORTUNITIES

Backpack-

ing. Forthe 9ththru 10th: Rock
Climbing |, Kayak Seminar |
and Laser Sailing. Oct. 9th
offers Intro. to Sea Kayaking
And Sea
and Windsurfing.

Kayak Roll Session and Intro.
to Canoeing for Oct. 10th. For
more info please call 826-3357

or stop by Center Activities located in the University Center.

Place your ads
at the
University
Ticket Office
by 4 p.m. Fridays.
Or you can mail
your

ad,

carefully and legibly printed, to:
The Lumberjack Newspaper,

HSU,
Arcata, CA 95521,

Attn: Classifieds.

Quality Service ¢ Affordable Prices

acuum/Emission Hose Replacement Special

ANTOMOTIVE
1

OE

gee

$49.95 plus tax

Are you having difficulty
starting your late model car
or does it stall?
Expires 10/18/93

a

Colin & Hobbes by Bil Wattenon

822-3770

Ok BiKE, LISTEN uP’ | || BuT IE Gor THE Tools
YOU To A
YOU AND ] || To REDUCE
T DONT LIKE
oy DONT LIKE ME.
PILE OF PIPES, SPROCKETS,
AND BALL BEARINGS! DO WE
UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER?

I

loaner bikes mane

\

Ma,
.

It costs $5 for 25
words,

10¢/word
thereafter.

Special
student rate,

$2 for.25
words!

CALENDAR vwminnim 39
*Women's Volleyball:
vs.

Deadline for items
submitted to Calendar

Francisco State in the
East Gym, 7:30 p.m.
More information is
available at 826-3631.
Soccer:
at San Francisco State,

is

5 p.m. Friday. Information

ped or clearly
printed, include phone
should be
number,

full address

2 p.m. More information is available at 8263631.
Men's and Women’s

of

event and contact person.
Submission

does

not

at 826-0217.
eLive Music: At the
Jambalaya, Teddy

9uuarantee publication.
he Lumberjack is
located in the basement
of Nelson Hall East.

Bear, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
More information is
available at 822-4766.
eRock and Roll Review: The Right

Wednesday 6

Touch at Brahmas in
McKinleyville. More

Music

information is available
at 839-1400.

eFolkrock: The River

Rock at Eli's, 9 p. m.
Smoke-and alcohol-free

atmosphere. More
information is available
at 441-9318.

€t Cetera
AIDS Awareness
Month: Humboldt

Central Laboratory is
offering free HIV

testing. Lab hours are
6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
More information is
available at 442-3747.

Music

Saturday9

available at 826-4149.
°Paintings: Chela
Fielding will exhibit
her paintings in the
Foyer Gallery in the Art
Building. Gallery hours

Music

are 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
More information is

is available at 826-

Sports

0217.

Music

Soccer:
at San Francisco State,

eLive Music:

eJazz Band: The HSU

Widdershins at

P.M. Jasz Band will
perform 1 p.m. in the
Depot. More informa-

Eli’s,514 Second Street,

Eureka, 9 p.m. Smokeand alcohol-free envi-

tion is available at 826-

ronment. More infor-

5441.

mation is available at

441-9318.
Sports

ing members of Turtle

<Football:

Island String Quartet,

we

Society, 8:30 p.m., at
the Chelsea Lounge.

Grisman Quartet, in

Redwood Bowl, 7 p.m.

the itate Bushenean

More information is
available at 826-3631.

Montreausz, and David

Pacific

in

. Azusa

Room, 8 p.m. More

Ct Cetera

°Poetry Discussion:
HSwU's Literary Society

presents “Poetry About
Language” and “Reading from and Commenting on a Personal
Anthology of Poems

pes Ee
NZ
4

That Take Language

Wj

Itself as the Topic.”
Discussion led by
Victor Golla, at 1215 M

A
; af

[eeeseee AS
= |
or

ed

St., Arcata. More

information is available
at 822-4829 or 8220778.
eOpen Mic: Storytelling
and poetry featuring
Bill Harger, at the

Humboldt Cultural
Center, 422 First St..

Mmnport

Old Town Eureka. Sign
ups begin at 7:30 p.m.
More information is
available at 442-0278

ft

OUR

Certificats

JAT MAKES THE METRO

SELECTIO!

THE

PV

858G

Arcata

St

Contra Dancing: The
Humboldt Folklife
Society presents local
Caller Michael
Mulderig
at the Arcata
Veterans
Hall. Dancing
is scheduled
from 8:30
p.m. to 11:
30 p.m.
More informationis
available
by calling Ken
or Kathleen
Love at
822-8835.

Sunday10

elrish Music: Traditional Irish folk music
with Primal Drone

More information is
available at 826-0217.

Ct Cetera

eLive Jazz: Darius
Brotman Quartet at
the Chelsea Lounge, 9
p.m. More information

available at 826-4149.

ePsychograss: New
acoustic music featur-

Cross Country: Lumberjacks at Mills
College Invitational.
More information is
available at 826-3631.

ai.ted

EPP ele
®*

On

The

Plaza

noon. More information
is available at 8263631.
eRun for Goodwill:
Cox Cable will hold its
4th annual run to
benefit. Redwoods
Ombudsman and

Humboldt

Connections.

The course begins at
the Gazeboin Old
Town

Eureka

and

continues through
Eureka's historic

waterfront
area. Partici-

pants can chooee either
a 2-mile walk, 2-mile
run or 10K run. More

information
is available
at 443-3127.

€t Cetera
Hebrew

Classes:

Temple
Beth El is
offering beginning
Hebrew located at

Hodgson
and T St.,
Eureka

from
3 to 5

p.m. Pre-registrationis
advised.
More informa-

tion is availableby
calling Gigi Floyd at
826-2085.

Mondaytl
Music
eLive Music: At the

Jambalaya, Jan Roberts Jazz Trio, 9 p.m.
More information is
available at 822-4766.

- Tuesday2
Comedy

sDesperate Acts: At
the Jambalaya Com-

edy, improvisation and
mutations of theatre of
the absurd, 9 p.m.
More information is

available at 822-4766.
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LARGE

SALAD AND PASTA

I-fopping pizza

(Sunday-Wednesday: 5-8:30)
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5

plus tax

p.m.
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$4.99 oe

$1.=
00 of
off Pitchers
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“Always a Masterpiece”
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822-7602.

No butts
about it
Ordinances in Arcata and
around the country have
restricted smoking in
public places. Once a

fashionable habit, smoking |i
is now the target ofeven
further legislation.

ANA MOORE PHOTO moITOR

HSU student Kevin Powell enjoys a drag off hie cigarette at the Village Pantry in Arcata. Powell, a
IN

FR

ae,

a

Sana

Eureka-based anti-tobacco coalition attempts to derail tobacco companies’ efforts to
entice both ethnic minorities and youth to take up the habit. Page 11

Two of Arcata’s most popular restaurants — both located in the Jacoby Storehouse —have
banned smoking despite the risk of losing patronage. Page 12

&

Small business owners in Arcata and statewide are split over the effect aot-enching
ordinances have on their businesses.Page 14

Statistics from the Environmental Protection Agency attribute approximately 37,000
U.S. deaths a year from heart disease caused by passive smoking. Page21
os
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A mysterious illness that can

| Shuihbiinn

inate eg Vl Genes
the books and partake in a ne

sap the vitality out of its victims
has scientists puzzled and at

esrone HSU
for answers.
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SALAD ‘ue
ANDae PASTA

costume Krreik rattoween fe (Sunday-Wednesday: 5-8:30)
—

“Always a Masterpiece”

6th & He Arcata $22-7602

$4.99

plus tax

“Always a Masterpiece”
6th & He Arcata 822-7602

Expires! 1/6/93
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